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In July, I attended a meeting sponsored by the Getty Conservation Institute and hosted by
the University of Melbourne. The retreat forum focussed on the future needs and directions
for conservation education in the Asio-Pocific region. Participants were asked to consider
the needs and opportunities for conservation education within their own countries, and to
examine the potential to develop infrastructure through cooperation and the exchange of
information and ideas. The retreat was attended by representatives from Malaysia,
Thailand, Hong Kong, Phi lippines, Singapore, New Zealand, Popuo New Guinea,
Vonuotu, Loos, East Timor, Mocou, Taiwan, USA (Getty), and Australia.
The three-day forum discussed the following major issues:
• Key issues of conservation education in the Asio-Pocific region
• Key directions for strengthening conservation education in the region
• Key strategies for ongoing dialogue, collaboration and networking
A major issue identified was the need for a regional network or association to be
established wh ich serves to strengthen regiona l ties, canvas the big issues and provide a
support mechanism for conservation in the region . A trial group called Conservation AsioPocific (PAC) was suggested, and AICCM identified os on experienced and capable
organisation that could initiate such a network.
The meeting was conducted in on atmosphere of cord iality, good humour and
professionalism. I would like to record AICCM's gratitude to the Getty Conservation Institute
and the University of Melbourne for providing this invaluable opportunity to meet with
conservation educators in our region .
Over the post two years our former secretariat IMEA has worked closely with AICCM to
deliver significant improvements to our business management. However, due to cost
considerations, AICCM has recently moved its business to web-based Secretariat Australia.
The chongeover has been completed successfully, and we ore optimistic that the webbased programmes will offer us substantial improvements to our operations with
considerable cost savings .
Jenny Dickens has successfully completed a major revision of the Constitution . This will
bring the Constitution into line with the most recent Company Low, update language and
terminology to more accurately reflect AICCM's objectives, and clarify professional
membership procedures. This has involved a considerable amount of hard work and
dedication by Jenny and Council .
Executive has reviewed the proposal to establish on AICCM Foundation . Due to the
significant resources that would be involved in establishing and maintaining a
Foundation , Executive has token legal advice and determined that it would be more
advisable for AICCM to become registered os a tax-deductible organisation .
Accordingly, I am in the process of consulting with AICCM's lawyers who will approach
the Deportment of Communications, Information Technology and the Arts and the
Australian Taxation Office to place AICCM on the Regi ster of Cultural Organisations
able to accept tax-deductible donations.

cont'd overleaf
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President's Report

lrom the editorial committee
This issue again covers many international
projects and conferences . Our Feature
Article from Caroline Fry discusses her 3
month
Asialink
Arts
Management
residency at the Vietnam Museum of Fine
Arts in Hanoi . Victoria Herrera from the
University of the Philippines reports on the
recent ICOM conference and assembly in
Seoul, Museums and Intangible Heritage .
Vanessa Kowalski, along with many other
Australian delegates, attended the IIC
Congress in Bilbao in September. We can't
help thinking that the venue and location
of the Congress lu red the Australian
contingent to sunny Spai n after a southern
hemisphere winter.
On the local scene, the long awaited visit
by English paper historian and analyst,
Peter Bowe r, was we lcomed by pape r
conservators and cu rators around the
country. Peter presented lectures and
workshops in Melbourne, Sydney and
Adelaide, as well as in New Zealand. The
Paper team from the CCMC bring us a
review of Peter's lecture and workshop in
Melbourne . Alison Wain from the AWM
discusses the ve r y successful BigStuff
conference which brought together local
and overseas conservators working with
large technology objects.
Our
usual
columns
are
included:
Eric Archer's President's report, People and
Places , SIG news and the calendar.
We have some Web News this issue and
a number of announcements. We have also
i ncluded the minutes of the AGM held
in Canbe rra .
lastly,
we
celebrate
the
liFe
of
Chris Loretto . Her colleagues from the State
Library of Victo ri a have written an ob ituary
which includes some stories that are just so
typ ically Ch ri s. Our condolences to her
partner Michael who supported and cared
for Chris during her illness .

Finally I would like to thank the 2003/04 AICCM National
Council for their support, hard work and dedication. The
conservation profession relies on leadership to set and maintain
professional standards, and rai se its profile within the museu m
industry and the broader community. I am sure that you will a ll
agree when I thank Secretary jenny Dickens for her extraordinary
dedication and hard work.

Obituary
Chris Loretto

12/11/1955- 14/10/2004
Chris Loretto started working at the State
Library of Victoria not long after she
graduated from the University of Canberra
Conservation course in 1991 . Over the ten
plus years that she worked at the Library,
Chris Loretto
she quickly become known for her dry
sense of humor, direct and friendly approach and her great energy to
get things done and done well. Chris ran the microfilming section at the
library and built up a great knowledge of the planning and procedures
necessary for managing the microfilm collection . Her knowledge
extended to other reformatting issues and later digital issues.
In 1999 Chris was diagnosed with breast cancer. She fought against
this with her usual inimitable optimism and determination . Her life plans
continued, if somewhat accelerated, and the future with her partner,
Michael Lester, seemed set. In 200 1 she was seconded to the
Melbourne branch of the National Archives for her particular blend of
expertise, to guide their reformatting program .
In July this year we heard that Chris had been diagnosed w ith
secondary cancers in the lung, liver and brain . lt was clear that there
was not much time left, but Chris' brave front led us to keep hoping that
this wasn't really the case.
Who will forget her response to a gift from SLV friends? 'The wrapping
was stamped "tough bag" so I knew it was for me,' she wrote . Or her
call for news, 'especially gossip, scandal, slander and libel', coupled
w ith a dubious sounding reassurance that 'your secrets wi ll be safe with
me' . The message that Chris did wish to get through to her old SLV
friends was :
'lt is reassuring to know that this crazy Kiwi was able to make
some small mark on the place and people of the SLV, just as you have
on me. Incidentally, as of a few weeks ago, I am now a fully Aedged
Aussie .'
On O ctober 7 she was transferred to St Vincent's hospice. She died
there on the morning of 14 October, with Michael beside her. She was
just short of her 49th birthday. Each of us w ill no doubt remember Chris
in our own way.
Dear Chris, our good wishes to you always! To her partner M ichael,
our sincere condolences .

Waiter

Struve,

Jane

State Library of Victoria .
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Vietnam Adventure: Asialink Residency at the
Vietnam Museum of Fine Arts.
Caroline Fry, Paintings Conservator, The Centre for Cultural Materials
Conservation, The University of Melbourne
In early 2003 I received on emoil'out of the blue' from Paul
letter, (formerly of the British Council in Vietnam) on arts
manager who worked in Hanoi. Paul was trying to raise
money to restore a small oil pointing in the collection of the
Vietnam Museum of Fine Arts (VNMFA) in Hanoi. The
pointing, Em Thuy (pronounced 'Em Twee'), by renowned
Vietnamese pointer Tron Van Con, was in need of
conservation. The establishment of a 3-month Asiolink Arts
Management residency funded by The Austra lia Council for
the Arts was the result of this initial contact. I was fortunate
to be awarded the Asiolink Residency, which commenced
in April 2004.
The VNMFA is the notion's premier centre for historic and
contemporary art. Exhibits in the museum reflect the early
artistic history of Vietnam, including Buddhist and Chompo
art and sculpture, up to the present day. The primary mission
of the museum is to display artwork and objects which
reflect the notional identity of Vietnam and the importance of
the reunificotion of a divided and post-colonial country.
The VNMFA is on impressive building built in 1930's os a
boarding school for the daughters of wealthy Vietnamese
mandarins and French officia ls posted to lndochine
(Vietnam, Loos and Cambodia) . The building is located in
the old French quarter of Hanoi , where streets ore laid out
on brood leafy boulevards . The building is a marvellous
example of hybrid French /Vietnomese architecture. it has
large colonnaded corridors, shuttered windows, and is
designed to maximise airflow, with large airy rooms, high
ceilings and ceiling fans . Since 1966, the building has
been used os a museum, but has hod little modification to
accommodate this changed role. The layout still reflects its
former history- there is rudimentary air conditioning, and the
exhibition lighting is a mix of fluorescent and daylight.
Artworks ore exhibited on permanent display, including
sig nificant silk paintings from 1920's, which ore terribly
faded and require urgent conservation attention. The scale
of the conservation needs at the museum is really
overwhelming for someone trained in the western
museum tradition.
There is growing interest and commitment to improvement of
conservation core at the museu m, driven by the recent
appointment of Professor Dr Truong Ouoc Binh, os Director
of the Museum . Like many well-educated Vietnamese,
Dr Binh, completed his studies 'behind the iron curta in',

obtaining a PhD in Museology at Copernicus University in
Poland . Dr Binh is slowly steering the VNMFA in a new
direction, heralding the transition of the museum into a more
professional enterprise, opening it up to new principles and
training opportunities, and collaboration and developing
links with other international institutions .
Prior to this recent appointment, Dr Binh worked os Deputy
Director of the Deportment of Conservation and Museology,
and was involved in the preservation of World Heritage
sites and all museum activities in Vietnam. Dr Binh brings
vast experience, enormous energy and commitment, good
English language skills and on awareness of international
museum practice. His particular interest is developing the
conservation activities of the museum, and building the
conservation skill base of the staff within the museum.
The Asiolink Residency was well timed to coincide with the
new interest in conservation at the museum . There ore no
conservators with experience or specialist training in the
conservation treatment of western style oil paintings in
Vietnam . This is a major concern os the use of western art
materials and techniques was widespread in Vietnam, due to
the early influence of French artistic instruction at the Ecole
Superieure des Beaux Arts D'lndochine, in the 1920's. The
pointing Em Thuy, is one such pointing -a simple oil pointing
on fabric support stretched onto a wooden stretcher.
The pointing has survived for 60 odd yeors in less than
favourable conditions, including sometimes very high
temperatures and humidity. The long term display in the
uncontrolled conditions of the Museum and the lock of local
expertise in the conservation of western style paintings hove
all contributed to the current fragile state of the pointing.
Em Thuy is one of many western style paintings from the 30's
and 40's in the collection, which ore suffering the effects of
unstable environmenta l conditions, damages due to
handling and the effects of aging. Many paintings hove
also suffered from previous attempts at restoration, with
rudimentary repairs and discoloured overpoint.

Em Thuy was pointed in 1943, by Tron Van Con, a very
influential artist in Vietnam . The pointing is a portrait of the
niece of the artist, sitting awkwardly on a bentwood choir.
The setting depicts a middle class home in the old quarter
of Hanoi, and the young girl is dressed in western
style clothing.
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I began work on the pointing immediately, and was thankful
that I hod anticipated and brought most materials I needed .
I worked in primitive conditions, in a small poorly lit
laboratory in on offsite Museum storage area located in on
area of Hanoi, called Dong Do . I took a 'hold on
motorbike taxi' (Xe Om) every morning from my apartment,
and zoomed through the streets to work, across (smelly)
canals, and through street markets piled high with baskets
of live chickens, ducks, tanks of live fish, crabs and frogs
(and the occasional dog) for sole. The area where I worked
was on industrial area, where every conceivable variety of
metal pipes was for sole, with shop fronts displaying their
wares spilling out onto the streets .

Painting before treatment
The pointing is extremely well loved by the Vietnamese
people, and is ohen referred to os 'Vietnam's Mono Liso' .
The young girl engages the viewer directly, with a clear
gaze, looking with quiet humility towards the future. The
pointing has enormous significance to the Vietnamese
people representing a point of innocence, a moment of
peace in a time of chaos. The pointing was executed at a
time of huge political upheaval, during the Japanese
occupation of Vietnam during World War 11, and when the
country was enduring on-going occupation of French
colonial rule .
The sitter, Em Thuy, now on elderly woman, is still living in
Hanoi . She is revered os a somewhat reluctant hero for
her portrayal in the pointing . I was very honoured to meet
her and her family on several occasions to talk about the
pointing, and discuss her recollections of her uncle, Tron
Van Con . I was able to shore my own discoveries about
the pointing with her, os I progressed through the
treatment. I felt that the timing of the conservation treatment
was very important, so this shy elderly woman could see
the pointing of her girlhood again, returned to the
freshness of colour and immediacy w hich hod been lost
due to the ravages of time .
The day oher my arrival in Hanoi, I hod the first opportunity
to see Em Thuy, still hanging high on the walls in the
Museum. I hod previously seen photographs of the pointing,
and read through a condition report prepared for Asiolink
in 2003 . The pointing was in for worse condition than I hod
anticipated . The point layer was very fragile, with active
and extensive flaking, delominotion between point layers,
and multiple point losses exposing the canvas . There was a
discoloured varnish layer, and numerous discoloured
overpointed areas . The pointing hod been through several
previous restorations, with a variety of old fills and different
forms of overpoint evident. In short, the treatment was
complex, with many stages, and mode more so by the
challenging working environment.
AICCM National Newsletter No 93 December 2004
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Bo Thuy with Caroline Fry
I spent two months cleaning the pointing and stabilising the
flaking point. I removed surface dirt with a solution of
triommonium citrote 2.5% w/v in water, and the discoloured
varn ish was removed w ith ethanol. Simple solvents such os
ethanol, acetone and xylene were readily available in
Hanoi, however I could not find equivalents for white spirits,
or oliphotic solvents, nor could I be confident of the 'purity'
or grade of the solvents, which were slightly different in
colour from Australian equivalents. No solvent extraction was
available, so I wonted to minimise solvent usage during the
treatment. I brought a vapour mask from Australia, and wore
protective gloves when working with solvents. I removed the
overpoint with a scalpel in one hand , while holding a
magnifying gloss or torch in the other hand .
I worked closely with museum staff to develop a standard
Condition Report in translation , so that they could
commence documentation of other paintings in the
collection and understand the importance of this primary
document. I fully documented the pointing, with digital
images of every aspect of the treatment. During the 3
months residency, despite repeated requests, I did not see
any w ritten documentation or provenance details about the
pointing, or other pertinent museum records. The museum
does not hove a catalogue os we know it, or a database
of the collection. This is on area that could be explored in
a future residency or staff exchange.

Vietnam Adventure: Asialink Residency at the Vietnam Museum of Fine Arts.

Em Thuy has a poor quality support of cotton fabric,
probably a 'found' substitute. it is likely that art materials
were very hard to come by during the Japanese occupation
when the pointing was executed. The cotton canvas of
Em Thuy has fared slightly better than some paintings in the
museum, which ore in a critical condition. From my brief
examination of the collection, the quality and structure of the
original canvas used in Vietnam was one of the major
causes of the deterioration of the paintings. The canvases
hove a very open weave, somewhat like flywire, with wide
interstices. The deterioration and movement of these
canvases over time hod caused complete breakdown of the
bond between the canvas/ ground/ point layers, leaving
the point layer almost completely unsupported . lt is possible
these canvases were imported from Eastern Bloc countries,
or were local substitutes. This supposition requires
further i nvestigotion .
I wonted to stabilise the movement of the canvas, os I knew
that the pointing would be returning to on uncontrolled
environment in the exhibition area . I opted to install a loose
lining behind the canvas. I agonised over what to use
behind the canvas, and searched Hanoi for different stable
polyester fabrics appropriate for use os a loose lining .
Eventually I decided to use a Mylor sheet os the loose lining ,
to provide planar support, but also to retain visibility behind
the canvas, so that new Stobiltex patches remained visible
at the back of the pointing, and that inscriptions on the
reverse were still visible. I was aware of concerns about
high humidity and mould, which might arise by creating a
'seal' behind the canvas. I hod to weigh up which was the
lesser of two evils. I hod not actually seen a great deal of
evidence of mould on the reverse of paintings, os might be
expected in the tropics. I decided that the reality of further
movement of the canvas was more of a danger to the point
layer than a potential for mould.
I attached a linen canvas strip lining with Bevo film around
all edges. I applied a layer of Poroloid B72 in xylene by
brush os a varnish layer, before loss compensation . lnfilling
and inpointing was carried out using Modostuck filler and
Winsor and Newton watercolour points brought from
Australia. Final colour matching was carried out using
Gomblin Conservation Points . I retouched wi th Gomblin
using xylene, as other slower evaporating solvents were not
available. The retouching with xylene was a real trial. I
needed access to good daylight, so hod to retouch in a
room without air conditioning, with a fan blowing the
solvent towards on open window - not the most ideal
conservation conditions. I hod a 2 litre water bottle at my
side to rehydrate, os I was literally bathed in perspiration
aher a few minutes in this room .
I commi ssioned a new frame oher consulting museum sta ff
and examining old photographs of the pointing os a
reference point. I wonted the pointing to be refromed in a
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frame that would stylistically reflect the period in which the
pointing was executed. I felt that demonstrating
conservation standard rehousing and frame fitting was a
key aspect of my treatment phose. This preventive treatment
could be relatively simply taught and would make a huge
difference to some of the paintings in the Museum in the
absence of more complex conservation treatments .
I worked with a local framer, Mr Si, to design a simple
moulding. He found some solid American ook, which was
stained and treated with slight lime wash . I drew
illustrations for both the moulding and back of frame, and
Mr Si perfectly interpreted these drawings to build a
beautifully finished hand-built frame, with stepped reverse
profile build-up.
The actual treatment of the pointing was relatively
stroigh~orword, however every step in the simple treatment
con become complex without access to standard
conservation equipment. In the laboratory, I hod access to
top water and hod rudimentary air cond itioning (switched on
and off doily, on poin of hehy fines oher hours) . I took a
loptop loaded with standard forms and teaching information,
and a digital camera. The only other item of equipment I
could carry was a small heated spotulo . I took with me a
travelling tool kit with small amounts of conservation
materials, such os Poroloid B72 resin beads, Plextol B500
acrylic emulsion, Isinglass granules, Modostuk proprietary
filler, whiting, dommor resin, a few strips of Bevo film, some
Stobiltex fabric, silicon release poper and other essentials I
thought would be difficult to source in Vietnam. I was worried
that I might get pulled up at customs with a case full of
unidentified w hite powders, and hove to explain myself!
During the residency I was fully occupied with the treatment
of the pointing Em Thuy. The treatment of the pointing took
longer than I hod anticipated, and I could not spend os
much time as I hod hoped, teaching basic conservation
principles to staff at VNMFA. I did my best to explain and
demonstrate the conservation practice os I was undertaking
the treatment, however, it was very difficult to transfer highly
specialised information in on environment where only very
rudimentary English was spoken . Occasionally I hod one of
the Museum tran slators available to assist me with
translation, however in general, my teaching was
accomplished using Engli sh, schoolgirl French and
several dictionaries .
When examining the museum and museum practice, it is
important to remember that Vietnam is a country undergoing
huge cultural and economic transitions, from on essentially
agrarian/rural economy to on industrialised and information
economy. They ore attempting to achieve in a few decodes,
w hat has token several centuries elsewhere in the world.
Vietnam has been intellectually isolated from western
thought/ideals and art practice for most of the 20th century.
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English is spoken widely in the younger generation and is
taught widely in schools, however the legacy of the lock of
English language skills in mid career personnel impacts
greatly on the ability to teach, communicate, hand-over
information. lt also means that local museum personnel
cannot access the huge volume of information now
available in English over the Internet and via on line
services. They ore unable to attend (due to expense and
poor language skills) or participate in international museum
conferences to bring up-to-dote information and new skills
back into Vietnam . So essentially there ore some major
impediments for Vietnam to overcome in order to develop
the museum sector.
During the residency I was very aware that my work was
being highly scrutinised, both by my colleagues and by the
general public through the media . This scrutiny caused me
a great deal of stress, particularly since I could not fully
explain exactly what I was doing . I was concerned about
demonstrating conservation techniques 'out of context' in on
environment where I hod limited ability to explain the
rationale, chemistry or ethics of conservation practice. I did
not wont this treatment to be seen os a 'standard' which
could be replicated on other paintings in the collection.
I hove to be honest and soy that there were many moments
in this residency when I felt completely professionally
isolated, misunderstood and utterly exhausted due to my
inability to communicate clearly. I was also exhausted by
the media interest in the project and continuous demands for
interviews. lt was very flattering but created a lot of
pressure . I was very aware that my performance was being
observed at all times, and that I was on show representing
my profession , the University of Melbourne, my country. The
media interest was so great, that I was recognised in the
street. lt was probably the first time ever that a conservator
hod gained media celebrity status. lt was truly amazing .
The professional isolation is most keenly felt when there ore
problems to negotiate, and one needs the ear of another
like-minded conservator to nut out the way forward . At one
stage, during the final phose of the treatment, when I was
dealing with a particularly tricky ethical issue, conservator
Nicki Smith from the Notional Museum of Australia
appeared in Hanoi like a godsend, and I could thrash out
the problem with her. Talking through the working
experience with other expats in Hanoi, was really helpful.
At the end of the working day, it was a luxu ry to return to
my own language and shore my experiences with other
expot workers. I mode some great friends through the Hanoi
Professional Women's Association, and met many people
through the Friends of Vietnam Heritage Group, who were
very interested in the Em Thuy project. Involvement in
activities outside the museum sector helped me keep a more
balanced life, a clear head, and enjoy what Hanoi has to
offer oher hours. Delicious food , great shopping, fascinating
culture, great sight-seeing ...
A/CCM National Newsletter No 93 December 2004

The important lesson to take from this residency is that
individual conservators con initiate and set up small projects
like this one at VNMFA. With luck, a good ideo will be
recognised and ideally other parties will wont to link up and
support the ideo . Ohen, small discreet projects ore quite
achievable on a person-to-person basis and con be
implemented relatively quickly, without need to plough
through huge bureaucracy. The links established between
institutions and the professional and personal relationships
that develop from these placements con be tremendously
rewording , and may lead to the development of further ongoing staff exchanges and training opportunities.
I am hopeful that one of the long-term outcomes of the
Asiolink residency at the VNMFA will be increased
understanding of the specific issues that affect the
conservation of heritage in South East Asian countries. The
residency was a wonderful experience, both personally and
professionally, and I would recommend similar ventures to
any conservators seeking to shore their knowledge and to
extend their working experience outside Australia.
Acknowledgements: There ore many people to thank who
contributed to the success of this residency. I am grateful to
Robyn Sloggett (Director CCMC) and colleague Nicole Tse,
for their support throughout the project. Asialink set up the
residency with the Australia Council for the Arts providing
the funding. Many thanks go to Swee Lim of Asiolink for her
hard work. Paul Zetter and Tim Dowling of Visiting Arts (UK)
worked at the Vietnam end, liosing with VNMFA. Dr Binh,
Director of the Museum, and his staff were wonderful and
supportive hosts. I was privileged to be entrusted with the
treatment of such on important pointing in the Vietnamese
artistic canon.
Note: Coroline wants to start on informal special interest
group, 'Friends of Vietnam Heritage', for conservators who
hove worked on projects in Vietnam to shore ideas and
information. Please contact Coroline at cmfry@unimelb.edu.ou
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The 2004 Conservation Awards
After the AICCM AGM on 28 September there was a dinner
and a glittering awards ceremony held at the Chairman and
Yip restaurant in Canberra. AICCM Notional President Eric
Archer presented the following awards .

Conservator of The Year
Due to the high quality of nominations there was a tie, and
two 'Conservator of the year' awards were mode .

Robyn Sloggett
Robyn has been on active and contributing member of the
conservation profession for over 20 years. While this
award is for a specific achievement, it could also be seen
os on award for services to conservation education over on
extended period . Robyn was nominated for managing the
establishment of the Centre for Cultural Materials
Conservation os on academic centre at The University of
Melbourne. lt is important to note that this award also takes
into account the team which has been working with Robyn
on this project, and acknowledges their service and
contribution also. Provision of professional conservation
education programs is critical to the continued vitality and
relevance of the conservation profession . Following the
closure of the University of Canberra courses, the
establishment of a postgraduate degree program in its own
ocodem ic centre of expertise provides for-reaching
opportunities for post graduate research in all fields of
conservation. The task of successfully establishing a new
academic centre in the climate that sow the well-established
course at the University of Canberra close, is one to be
commended . The success of this task reflects Robyn's
knowledge and commitment to the conservation profession .

Angeletta Leggio and Detlev Lueth
While this award is being shored betwee n two
conservators, it recognises a team of three- Mick Newnhom
being the third, who is unfortunately, currently not a member
of AICCM and therefore ineligible for this award . In giving
this award to Detlev and Angeletto, the conservation
profession is honouring on effort above and beyond the
normal, doily expectations of a working conservator. Both
Detlev and Angeletto ore experienced conservators who
hove worked within the conservation community for many
years, earning the respect of the profession along the way.
In recognising a lock of opportunity for conservators in
Australia to develop further expertise in photographic and
digital conservation, and understanding that few
conservators would hove the opportunity to travel overseas
to gain this expertise, Detlev and Angeletto hod the vision
to put together a series of workshops, delivered by
internationally renowned professionals and funded by a
grant from the Getty Grant Program. Thi s project took over
3 years in planning and execution, and demanded on
extraordinary level of commitment from Detlev, Angeletto

(and Mick), os well os a great deal of extracurricular time.
These workshops hove greatly increased the general
knowledge, understanding and awareness of photographic
conservation within the Australian heritage community, os
well os the conservation profession. The workshops hove
also given people the opportunity to gain qualifications
otherwise unattainable. The project has allowed the
AICCM to form relationships with international professionals
and institutions, raising the profile of conservation in
Australia in the process.

Honorary Lifetime Membership Award
Wendy Dodd
Wendy Dodd come to conservation from a background in
textile art. She was employed at the Australian War Memorial
in 1983 and since then , the textile conservation laboratory has
increased its staff from herself os sole conservator to 3
permanent staff, os well os contract staff. Throughout her
career, Wendy has initiated and undertaken research in textile
conservation, especially in the effects of repeated freezing
cycles on wool fabrics, conducted in conjunction with Lotrobe
University. Wendy's main contribution to the conservation
profession, however, has been os a mentor to many (nearly all)
textile conservators in Australia. Wendy supervised textile
conservation students from the University of Canberra over
many years, and her keen interest in the history and ethics of
conservation treatments has been a great help to many in their
early student years. Her continued advocacy for textile
conservation training ensured that this important issue remained
at the forefront of attention. In such a small profession, where
reputations and careers con sometimes be so jealously
guarded, it is inspirational to recognise in Wendy, a true
professional, willing to shore her expertise so generously.

Conservation Student of The Year 2003
Rhiannon Walker
The conservation student of the year was for the most
outstanding student from the Canberra course in 2003. This
award was won by Rhionnon Walker, who consistently
achieved the highest standard of work throughout her final
year of conservation .

Eric Archer, Mick Newnhom, Detlev Lueth, Wendy Dodd, Rhionnon
Walker, Robyn Sloggett, lone Lennon and Angeletto Leggio
AICCM National Newsletter No 93 December 2004
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People and Places
ACT
Australian War Memorial
Barbara Reeve has been working with Collection Services
staff to ensure that our procedures and policies ore in place
for the Australian Notional Audit Office (ANAO) review
currently underwoy. Policies recently revised and updated
include our Stocktoke policy and procedures, and our
Weapons Management policy and procedures, in addition
to collection access and movement procedures, and (from
Cathy Challenor) the beginning of a review of our
conservation policy.
Additionally, Borboro has completely re-written our
Radioactive Materials Policy and Standard Operating
Procedures, with help from Eileen Proctor, our resident
radiation expert, to ensure our compl iance with ARPANS
Legi slation and in line with the Memorial's commitment to
good Energy and Environmental Management principles.
Borboro has also met with the Energy and Environmental
Management auditors, os the Memorial is aiming for
certification under the new ISO for energy and
environmental management. Alison Wain is working on a
proposal with the Australian Notional University and the
Notional Gallery of Australia on laser cleaning objects.
In the Large Technology Object workshop John Kemister
has been studying signatures on tanks and is hoping to
identify the Motildo tank. Lea Davies has completed the
massive task of finali sing conservation reports for the
Beouford and ME262 planes and uplooded hundreds of
images on the our database. Jamie Cracker is surveying
the lroquois and the F60L truck. Andrew Schroeder is
doing vehicle inductions and looking into fleet maintenance
software and David Gordon is preparing the T34 tank for
cleaning and moving.
Many staff ore preparing items for the upcoming exhibition,
Australia Under Attack, including Megan Jordon-Jones,
Eileen Proctor, Ainslie Greiner and Jo Francis in the
Objects lab; Andrew Pearce in the Large Technology
workshop ; Cothy Chollenor, Bridie Kirkpatrick and
Sarah Clayton in the Textiles lob and Gajendra Rawat in
the Paper lob.

Melanie Vella started work in the Painted Surfaces lob in
November and David Keany has been working on loons
and exhibitions. Sunao Gazzard has commenced long
service leave pending her retirement in January 2005 . She
was given a rousing farewell with the mandatory
presentation of the spectacular AWM medallion for
distinguished long service. Susanne Wullen of the NLA has
just completed her professional practice placement in the
Paper Lob . Helen Butler is working on exhibition changeavers and Kerry Mclnnis is back on a contract, with some
challenging shellac mounting adhesive to remove .
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Julius Miller and Thomas Fanning hove joined Ion Fulton
os Conservation Assistants in the AWM Photo-development
Laboratory. Currently they are finishing the 'at risk' gloss
collection and ore moving on to preparing post-1945
acetate negatives for duplication and image capture.
Typical treatments involve cleaning with particle tran sfer
rollers and chemical removal of silver mirroring.

Endangered Textiles Ply Ltd
Victoria Gill has been treating a 1900's Chinese Mandarin
gown; several samplers; a Victorian canvas work piano
stool cushion complete with horse hair stuffing; and a rare
Atlantic fox skin, treated in the traditional lnuit method. The
inpainting workshop went ahead with great success and we
hope to re-run it in the next year. No one was expecting the
amount of technical information that is required to
understand this medium properly. Participants leh with all the
reasons for past failures answered and a sound strategy for
colour matching. In the Gallery, Dorothy Brown has been
building a supply for retail, including becoming agents for
Albox. On top of this she has been sourcing those pesky
little items like curved needles, tweezers, mini microscopes
and a range of new age surfactants for conservation use.

National Library of Australia
Staffing changes in Preservation Services this year have
seen Lydia Preiss negotiating new part-time working
arrangements for herself. These new arrangements include
project work on the Library's cellulose acetate strategy and
a return to conservation treatment work, wh ich she is finding
challenging but enjoyable. Jennifer Lloyd has been
appointed the new manager of Collections Preservation.

Rowena Jameson, who has been the Exhibitions
conservator for the past 4 years, has swopped positions
with Rachel Spano and is now working in the paper
treatment laboratory. Both ore keen to take on the
challenges of their new jobs but ore no doubt missing
aspects of their previous jobs.
Even though Neale Wootton retired from the Library late last
year, he hasn't been able to keep away for too long . We
ore very pleased to hove him back doing contract work for
two days a week since February. Dove Roberts our boxmaker extroordinoire has been honing his binding skills.

Maxine Davis and Trish Crampin ore proving to be on
energetic Preservation Reformatting team with Maxine's
library skills proving a real bonus to the work of the section.
We have welcomed, at various times, three new graduate
placements in Preservation Services - Bronwyn Ryan,
Lisa de Fina and Erin Stephens and they hove all made
valuable contributions to the work of the area . Bronwyn , in
addition to doing some minor conservation treatments,
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worked closely with Maxine Davis in redeveloping the
NPLAN website (www.nla .gov.au/nplan) which was
launched at the end of May. Erin and Lisa helped to plan
and organise the Library's Web Archiving conference in
November. They have also undertaken numerous surveys of
the Library's master and reference microform collections,
helping us to understand the extent and condition of
cell ulose acetate materials in these collections .

Sophie Lewincamp and Jucara Di Farias both completed
their University of Canberra Professional Placement Units in
Preservation Services this year. Both Sophie and jucara are
currently contracted to work with Neale on the H .S.
Williams manuscript collection of maps and bound
material. Lauren Hewitt has also been with us, on contract,
for most of the year surveying and rehousing identified
cellulose acetate material in the Manuscript and Pictures
collections . Kerry Mclnnis continues working with us one
day a week on significant collection items requiring
complex treatments .
All Preservation Services staff were involved in the
preparation and presentation of care and handling
sessions for 48 participants in the Library's Multicultural
Heritage workshops .

Colin Webb has been invited to join an International

Roundtable on Cellulose Acetate in Large Microform
Collections, eo-sponsored by the British Library a nd the
Library of Congress. This will facilitate the development of
acetate management strategies in the context of
international developments . Coli n is also heavily involved in
planning the Web Archiving conference.

Gerard Clifton from Digital and Audio Preservation,
undertook a l 0 week internship in digital preservation at
the Bibliotheque Nationale de France with working visits to
the Royal Library of the Netherlands and the British Library.
Gerard is also acting head of the section while
Kevin Bradley takes a position as project manager for the
Australian Partnership for Sustainable Repositories. The
APSR Project aims to establish a centre of excellence for the
management of scholarly assets in digital format with in the
University sector. lt has an overall focus on the critical issues
of the access continuity and the sustainability of digital
collections. lt will contribute to national strength in this area
by encouraging the development of skills and expertise and
providing coordination throughout the sector. The ANU is
the lead institution in this project with partners the University
of Sydney, the University of Queensland, the Australian
Partnership for Advanced Computing and the National
Library of Australia .

Chesley Engram , our unflappable Laboratory Manager, is
currently inducting Rowena Jameson in the finer points of her
new responsibilities . Susanne Wullen has completed her
University of Canberra Professional Placement unit with the
Australian War Memorial. Lisa Jeong-Reuss has returned to
part-time work as Preservation Officer with the Digitisation
team. She is currently treating a music manuscript,
Australia: Hymn, the music sung at the opening of the
Commonwealth Parliament May 9th 190 l .

National Museum of Australia
Eric Archer has been working on projects including a
fiheen-year conservation plan for the collections, business
continuity and research frameworks, and a conservation
code of practice for the Museum . Eric was also re-elected
for a third term as National President of the AICCM.
David Hallam, with assistance from David Thurrowgood
and John Ashton, has successfully presented the ICOM-cC
Metals 2004 conference. They have also been involved
with the Big Stuff conference at the AWM. The David's,
along with contractors Col Olgive and lan Stewart and
volunteeer Lou Robb, have been preparing a prototype
Holden for display. Peter Bucke has just completed a major
boiler survey for our paddle steamer, Enterprise, as part of
its deep cycle maintainence programme. This has included
a completed hull refurbishment and will follow up with a
repaint and a survey of the motion works . Prue Castles has
been working on change-avers and resolving some storage
issues for barks and Pukamani Poles.
In the Objects lab Samantha Hamilton has been awarded
two scholarships . She will spend ten weeks at the
Smithsonian National Museum of the Native American, and
eig ht weeks at the Museum of Byzantine Culture in
Thessaloniki. In addition to her usual tasks as Preventive
Conservator, Patrya Kay has been assisting with the
development of a pest treatment program for a large
collection of costumes, books and furniture, which is coming
into the NMA in November. Anne Ions, Mark Henderson
and Sam have surveyed our entire bark collection and
relocated it to better storage . Mark is also writing papers on
the tarnish levels of the breastplate collection, and the
storage of the large Papunya Tula paintings on canvas .
Exhibitions conservator, Rhiannon Walker recently
deinstalled the Outlawed! exhibition and oversaw the return
of all the international loans . She has been travelling
extensively with Big Ted and other ABC playschool objects
visiting regional Australia .

Carmela Mollica has finished a longterm project of full
conservation treatment of an l 870's outfit. Robin Tait has
been overseeing the preparation for the acquisition of a
significant collection of over 2000 objects. This has
included the purchase of a large freezer container. Robin
and Judith Andrewartha recently attended a one-day
workshop at the NLA on tape removal. judith Andrewartha,
Patrya Kay and Nicki Smith have been preparing for an
archaeological dig in Vietnam in December. NMA is the
industry partner to ANU in an ARC Linkage grant to
excavate waterlogged pre-historic textiles from known log
coffin sites in the Red River delta.

NEW SOUTH WALES
National Archives of Australia - NSW Office
Following an internal administrative change, Preservation is
now within the Collection Preservation and Management
Branch . Paper Preservation coordinated a conservation cl inic
during History Week where we encouraged members of the
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public to bring their keepsakes in for specialist advice on
how to care and store family photographs, personal papers,
film and sound recordings . We provided displays of archival
products and demonstrations of preservation practice. A tour
of the facility was included, highlighting the conservation
and audio-visual laboratories, the storage vaults and public
access reading room . Preservation projects in progress
include historic post office files and large repackaging
projects for a number of Commonwealth agencies.
Sound and Moving Image Preservation has put
considerable effort into the preservation of Seven Little
Australians, an iconic ABC TV series from the early 1970s.
The culmination of this work has been the re-release of this
series by the ABC on DVD with the enthusiastic imprimatur
of the original filmmakers . Ongoing projects include films
and video material from ABC, Snowy Mountains HydroElectric Authority, Film Australia and Defence. Recently we
received Antarctic Division film dating from the 1940's.
We have started a projed to list, examine and assess for
copying a collection of Australian Government Advertising
Service audio and videotapes and films . The project to
copy over 2000 hours of ABC hydrolysed audio tapes was
recently completed by ScreenSound Australia on our behalf.
A study has commenced into how we are going to treat a
col lection of mould-Dffected oudiotopes from the Christma s
Island Advisory Council. Copying has been completed on
the 150 tapes in former Prime Minister Malcolm Fraser's
video collection .

Powerhouse Museum
To commemorate the Powerhouse Museum's 1 25th
anniversary, the Exhibitions team has been involved in the
installation of a number of exhibits around the museum,
showcasing our rich and diverse collecting history. As part
of the celebrations, a Time Capsule Project is being coordinated with Education and Visitor Services. Pat Townley
and Sue Gatenby are involved with the conservation input.
There are 12 schools who are also celebrating their 1 25th
anniversary and each school is selecting and putting
together items for their own capsule. Once all are collected
they wi ll be re-packed and put together to make one large
capsu le, which will then be suspended in the museum to be
opened for the 200th anniversary. Each school will be
visited and talks given about time capsules.
The Exhibitions team has had a rapid series of changeovers
to contend with in recent months. Suzanne Chee was
responsible for dismantling and undressing 60 mannequins
for the exhibition, 90s to Now, a retrospective exhibition of
Fashion of the Year objects. She and her team of
Kate Chidlow, Frances Fitzpatrick and Nadia de Wachter,
also prepared 50-60 oriental carpets drawn from Australian
collection s for Pathways through Paradise. Bright Flowers,
an exhibition of textiles and ceramics from Uzbekistan ,
Kazakstan and Tajikistan, was prepared for display. Due to
the very short period between the arrival of the 200 objects
and the opening date, Mary Gissing developed a bilingual and symbol-based condition report proforma to be
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used by the lenders and assisted in condition checking
when the objects arrive . Both exhibitions opened during an
international rug conference held at the Powerhouse
Museum in September.

Gosia, Suzanne, Nadia , Dee and Bronwen prepared and
installed Beirut to Baghdad. This exhibition, jointly curated
by our own department member, Alissar Chidiac, in our
Australian Communities Gallery is the Powerhouse
Museum's latest cooperative project with Arabic- speaking
Australians, initiated by the Museum in 1998 to explore
and document the diverse experiences of Australia's Arabic
community. Beirut to Baghdad is a socially topical exhibition
that places the Powerhouse Museum 's Western Asian
collection in an historical and cultural context, viewing it
from local and Middle Eastern perspectives . lt creates a
dialogue between objects and people whose ancestral
lands are Lebanon, Syria, Palestine, Jordan and Iraq.
Contemporary Arab-Australian community members share
their stories and responses to Middle Eastern costumes,
textiles, ceramics, metalware, titles, coins and antiquities
collected by the Museum since the 1880's- from stone tools
chipped 6000 years ago to clothing sewn in the 1940s.
We welcome back Megan Jordan·Jones to the department.
She has been assisting Gosia, Nadia and Bronwen with an
exhibition, Contemporary Silver- Mode in Italy.

Tim Morris was involved in matters celestial, with the
preparation of a Schoder Equatorial telescope used at
Woodford to view the 1874 Transit of Venus for the Lands
Department. lt was displayed at a HHT function at
Woodford to mark the recent Transit of Venus and is
presently on display at the Sydney Observatory. He has
also undertaken another round of cleaning silver display
pieces for Parliament House .
Sections of the exhibition , Sport, were prepared for
travelling. This was cOiJrdinated by Teresa Werstak, with
the assistance of Gosia, Dee and our conservation intern
Rebecca Main. The display, consisting of 24 showcases and
4 plinths, is now installed at Scienceworks in Melbourne.
The Collections team , Margaret Juraszek, Dove Rockell,
Frances, Nadia, Kate Jones and Dee continue preparing
objects for the Jones Street move project. Kate and Frances
are working on rehousing our wool collections, also
cu rrently stored in Jones Street.
Margaret delivered a paper conservation workshop in
Orange, on the care of photographs. Mary gave a
conservation workshop in Hay. Dove and Graham have
also been travelling the countryside. Graham has been
moving through regional centres in his capacity as outreach
officer, w hilst Dove transported our travelling exhibition on
home remedies, Works Wonders, to Temora, Brewarrina
and Lightning Ridge.
Whilst our conserva tion photographer, Nitsa Yioupros, was
on extended leave, holidaying in Cyprus, we were ably
assisted by Peter Giaprakas from the Opera House.
Marion Landau joined us for severa l months, assisting Pat
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Townley in the production of our new departmental policy
documentation. Congratulations to Tereso Werstok who has
been appointed os our new Team Leader Exhibitions and
Mory Gissing who has been appointed os Team Leader
Community and Regional Progoms . Dove Rockell who has
been leading our Collections team is leaving us for a
temporary secondment to our Registration deportment,
heading up their Stores team for the move of our col lections
from Jones Street to Castle Hill. Tim Morris is based out at
Castle Hill for the move project. Our two new storage
facilities ore now com plete and ore starting to fill up.
We welcome several new deportment members, objects
conservators, Skye Mitchell and Alayne Alvis . Skye is
based primarily out at Castle Hi ll, assisting Tim Morris w ith
the move project. Aloyne is working with the Exhibitions
deportment. She has been involved in post display
condition reporting and will be assisting Tereso Werstok
coordinating the Lord of the Rings, opening in late
December. We a lso welcome paper conse rvator,
Analiese Treacy who was thrown in the deep end w ith the
rather hectic installation of Bright Flowers. Congratulations
finally to Tim and his wife Morgot on the birth of their
firstborn , a son, Russell.

Preservation Australia
With the establishment of the new business, Kay SOderlund
has been spending much of her time working on the website and developing the product range further- thanks to all
those conservato rs w ho hove contacted Preservation
Australia with requests for products.
She has also been working on a contract with the NSW
Deportment of Lands to assist them in developing a business
case for the preservation and sca nning of all the plans held
in the Bridge Street Plan Room . Thi s ha s involved a random
sample conservation survey of all types of plans,
categorising them into different treatment needs, plotting on
accumulation curve to estimate the percentage in each
category and calculating overall costs for the project which wi ll probably take over l 0 years to complete! Koy
has also been working with the Royal Botanic Gardens
Library assisting them in developing a Preservation Plan , os
well os the Dutch Australia Cultural Centre with a
conservation survey.
Preservation Australia would like to take this opportunity to
thank the conservation community for its support over the lost
few difficult months, and wish you all the best for the festive
season and the New Year.

State Library of New South Wales
Catherine Thomson, Dana Kahabka, Guy Caron, Long
Ngo, Lisa Charleston, and Silvana Volpato hove been
preparing the Library's upcoming Eye For Photography
exhibition . This will be the State Library's biggest and most
ambitious photographic exhibition to dote offering a visual
feast of over l 25 images by our most celebrated
photographers .
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Cecilia Harvey, and Cotherine Thomson travelled to
Glodstone (QLD) in August to install 80 items in the
travelling Miles Fronklin exhibition . Cecilio and Cotherine
worked with exhibitions designer Elin Thomas and installed
these works in four days, sampled the fine local produce,
and visited the aluminium smelter. Cotherine and Cecilio
returned to Glodstone in November for the deinstollotion .
Briony Pemberton has been preparing and presenting a
series of lectures and workshops based on the tape remova l
workshop she attended in Brisbane in September. Cathryn
Bartley, Jessica O'Donnell, Aileen Dean-Raschilla, Martin
Bongiorno, Silvono Volpoto, Anne Jordan and
Liso Charleston ore rehousing large format scrapbooks for
the J.C Williomson Theatre Collection . These scrapbooks
wil l be rehoused in archival clomshell boxes.

Anna Brooks has been involved in the preparation and
display of on exhibition of Sir Oswold Brierly watercolours.
Sir Oswold Brierly was port of a great tradition of British
shipboard artists who soiled on voyages of exploration and
discovery and helped extend European knowledge of
Australia and the South Pacific . The Upon a pointed ocean
exhibition showcases 45 works selected from the Library's
extensive Brierly collection, ranging from pencil sketches to
large exhibition w atercolours .
Tegan Anthes and Trish Leen ore working on 27 original
Jorn Utzon items for The Studio of jorn Utzan loon to the
Museum of Sydney in December. These works include
Utzon's sca le wooden models for the Opera House soils,
plans and drawings and facsimiles of ancient Mexican
paintings and hieroglyphics, Utzon's original sources
of inspiration .
Nichola Parshall, Nicole Ellis, Steve Bell, Cecilio Horvey,
and Long Ngo hove been treating a series of sketchbooks
by John Glover. The sketchbooks themselves hove been
broken up over the lost 150 years by relatives of the artist
and collectors. The project involves reconstituting the
sketchbooks and re-housing the loose items in a more
sympathetic manner. This w ill involve the fabrication of
facsimile sketchbooks using a fo sicule system for
attachment. There ore also a number of sketchbooks that
require conservation.

QUEENSLAND
Museum of Tropical Queensland
In the final quarter of the year, Megan Absolon
de-concreted the lost concretion from the l 999 Pondora
expeditions. The final concretion unceremoniously
contained nothing. Megon has, in general , been worki ng
on both organic and inorganic artefacts raised from HMS
Pandora shipwreck. Megon is currently doing a six-week
photographic/ paper conservation course in London.

Andrew Viduka is concluding a six month (0 .5 EFT)
position os MTQ Pro jects Officer, this followed on from a
previous similar termed position os MTQ Contracts Officer.
Andrew is currently working on on Iraq conflict jumpsuit,
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part of the local Regimental Collection, material from the
Channel Rock Light Ship and a number of organic objects
from HMS Pandora. Vinod Daniel from the Australian
Museum visited Townsvi lle to continue the col laborative
research on local Rock Art sites on Magnetic Island .
Andrew attended the Metals 2004 ICOM-cC Conference
in Canberra and presented several papers on material from
HMS Bounty and from Robert Falcon Scott's hut at Cape
Evans in Antarctica, the later in conjunction with

Peter Maxwell.

Queensland Art Gallery
Everyone has been compiling information about research and
treatments of artwork at the Gallery for the new website, due
to be launched late 2004. We anticipate further research
and treatment projects will be added to the website.

Sam Shellard organised and attended the Removal of
Pressure Sensitive Tapes and Tape Stains Workshop, which
was delivered by American conservators, Linda Stiber
Morenus and Elissa O'Loughlin . Nick Cosgrove was also in
attendance . Nick and Sam have been preparing works for
the upcoming Essentially Modern exhibition, comprising of
printmakers worki ng between 1920 and 1950.

Sheila Payaqui, an American who is about to enter her
third year of the Conservation course at Winterthur,
completed a self funded 8 week internship at QAG,
working with Liz Wild and Amanda Pagliarino. She
focused on contemporary Aboriginal sculpture and the
conservation of bark paintings. We were also very lucky to
have her help with installing the touring Story Place
exhibition in Cairns. Lucky timing for Sheila too!

Anne Carter has completed her treatment of Belli 's

Queen Victoria for the exhibition, Ten thoughts about
frames, conceived by our conservation framer, Robert Zilli.
Robert also researched the frames to provide information to
the consultant curator. Anne has also been planning for the
new Queensland Gallery of Modern Art, including
relocation of the collection and major treatments required for
the opening .
Amanda Pagliarino has been removing ceramic tiles by
Peter Travis from a particleboard backboard that had been
rescued from someone's kitchen . The tiles have a
polyurethane coating that wi ll be removed. QAG wi ll be
keeping a selection of the tiles and the remainder may be
offered to other cultural institutions.
Preventive projects have the lab buzzing. Mandy Smith has
been fitting backboards and handles on l 2 stretched
canvas panels of a work by Tim johnson and Lyn Streader
has been making and fitting out boxes for 15 rainforest
shields and 5 swords by Michael Anning.

Nicola Hall has settled in very well. She is now a registered
operator of SEM machines and has begun an imaging
study of coloured grounds. Gillian Osmond has been using
SEM-EDX mapping to help characterise zinc soaps in paint
samples. Gillian is also preparing a group of Arthur Streeton
paintings for an extended regional tour in 2005.
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Anne and Nicola recently attended the IIC conference in
Bilbao. lt was especially relevant for them considering the
cu rrent construction of the Queensland Gallery of Modern
Art. Both had the opportunity to meet other conservators and
of course, they had a great time enjoying the local
attractions. Nicola wrote a review of the conference which
can be seen on the IIC website.
As part of the ongoing Old Masters Project, John Hook
has recently completed treatment of an Italian 1650's
painting of the Ascension . Nicola is also working with John
on this project .
Liz Wild has commenced a research project investigating
the effect of freezing painted air-dried wood as used in
contemporary Aboriginal sculpture to eradicate pests.
Samples were comm issioned from the arts centre in Aurukun
and shipped to Brisbane. The freezing has been completed.
In addition to looking at the effects of freezing on the wood,
Nicola and Liz will also be looking at how it affects the
paint (ochre and PVA) and its adherence to the wood. SEM
will be used to look at samples at a cellular level, before
and after freezing.

TASMANIA
Archives Office and State Library of
Tasmania
Penny Carey Wells and Stephanie McDonald have
worked on a number of exhibitions including Follow the Sun
(traveling from the NLA) ; Lighthouses as part of the
Tasmanian Lighthouse trail and Finders & Keepers, a large
multiple venue exhibition in the Heritage Collections about
collectors and collecting . Stephanie has presented a talk on
pressure-sensitive tapes and eo-presented the current
Disaster Recovery Plan to the State Library Heritage
Collections Staff.

Queen Victoria Museum and Art Gallery
The disaster preparedness planning and the collection
storage review are keeping staff in the Conservation
Department busy. We were pleased to hear that the Heads
of Cultural Institutions in the State have signed an MOU with
regard to disaster planning and with the formal support of
AICCM (Tas) members . Linda Clark is to chair the working
group whose brief is to implement the MOU.
In Objects Conservation, Michael Smith can see the light at
the end of the tunnel with the Metropolitan Transport Trust
trolley bus. Its restoration is progressing in leaps and bounds
and is close to completion. He has been collecting Antarctic
equipment from the Antarctic Division's wharf-side storage
facility including a barge caravan that went to the Antarctic
in the early years of Australia's involvement on the continent
in 1954. In subsequent years the barge was used as a field
camp in the Antarctic interior and was misplaced until
recently. lt still contains some personal effects as well as
food and cooking items . Principle amongst these is a 350
cubic ml block of butter (opened) and 3 bars of
McRobertson chocolate in pristine condition!

AI CCM
Australian
Institute
For
The
Conservation Of Cultural Material Inc.
Annual General Meeting 31
4 .30 pm, Tuesday 28 September 2004
Canberra Museum and Gallery. ACT
Summary of Minutes
(Full version of minutes wi ll be available at aiccm .org .au)
1. Attendance
Kay S&:lerlund, Cheryl Jackson, Janet Hughes, Liz Wild, Moria Kubik, Carey
Garvie, Sharon Alcock, Amanda Pagliarino, Angeleffa Leggio, Detlev Leuth,
Helen Priveff, James Crawford, Chesley Engram, Gillian Osmond, julie
O'Connor, Robyn Sloggeff, Marcelle Scoff, Colin MacGregor, Vinod Daniel,
Stephanie Baily, John Colbey, Abna Lee, Alisan McCrindle, Usa N olan, Kerry
Hannan, Samantha Hamilton, Rhiannon Walker, Caitlin Granowski, Rowena
Jamesan, Undo Clark, Eric Archer (chair), Anne Carter, Kim Brunoro, Jenny
Dickens (minutes)

2. Apologies
Michael Kelly, Eric Bray, Jude Fraser

3. Confirmation

of minutes of previous meeting AGM 30

Moved Cheryl Jackson, Seconded Marcelle Scoff

4. President's report - Eric Archer
The 2003/04 year has seen a strong locus on improving AICCM business
processes and service delivery. This includes moving to a web-based
Secretariat('Secrelariat Australia'); working towards establishment of PJCCM
as a lax-deductible organisation ; production of National Council and
Special Interest Group (SIG) Procedures Manuals; a major revision of the
Constitution (outlined below in the secretary's report); and the establishment of
a Professional Membership Commillee of Council. In addition, Council has
been actively involved in conservation education issues in Australia and the
Asia-Pacific region.
In July, I offended a meeting sponsored by the Geffy Conservation Institute
and hosted by The University of Melbourne. The retreat forum locussed on
the future needs and directions for conservation education in the Asia-Pacilic
region. A major issue identified was the need for a regional network or
association to be established which serves to strengthen regional ties,
canvas the big issues and provide a support mechanism for conservation in
the region. A trial group called 'Conservation Asia-Pacilic (PAC)' was
suggested, and AICCM identified as an experienced and capable
organisation that could initiate such a network.
The meeting was conducted in an atmosphere of cordiality, good humour
and professionalism. I would like to record AICCM's gratitude to the Geffy
Conservation Institute and The University of Melbourne for providing this
invaluable opportunity to meet with conservation educators in our region.
The Australian Heritage Commission's (AHC) Cultural Heritage Reference
Group for Iraq, which was set up to advise the Australian Government on a
response strategy for cultural issues, presented its report to Government late
last year. In view of the current security situation in Iraq, the AHC is
maintaining a watching brief and regular contact with the Department of
Foreign Affairs and Trade.
In closing, I would like to take the opportunity to thank the National
Executive and Council of AICCM for o year of consistent hard work and
dedication and to congratulate SIG coordinators on another year of
outstanding achievements. The conservation profession relies on their
leadership to set and maintain professional standards, and raise the profile
of conservation within the museum industry and the broader community.
I am sure that you will all agree when I thank Secretary Jenny Dickens, VicePresident An ne Carter and Treasurer Kim Brunoro for their extraordinary
commitment and good-humoured cooperation over another busy AICCM year.
Finally Kay Soderlund and Vinod Daniel are leaving Council after years of
dedicated service and commitment to AICCM. On behalf of AICCM I
would like to thank them both for their significant contribution to the
conservation profession in Australia .
A motion was proposed to accept the President's report .
Moved: Helen Privell, Seconded : Vinod Daniel

5. Treasurer's report - Kim Brunoro
I am pleased to present the AICCM audited accounts far the year ending
30th June 2004 (affached). Overall the accounts show a minor lass of
$ 1,783, however the AICCM holds a total accumulated fund
of $1 30,924 .
The AICCM as a whole has had a busy financial year with numerous
conferences and workshops held by our special interest groups. These events
contribute to the majority of the total income and expenditure shown. The
events have been fabulous successes and have contributed dramatically to
the income of the PJCCM, however they have also added to the increasing
cost of ad min and the running of the secretarial. One of the main differences
in the nationa l expenditure over the last year was the employment of an
executive officer to assist with the progress of several major issues lacing the
AICCM and our members. Also, as in previous years, the Getty grant for the
Photon workshops has had major effect on how the accounts are presented.
This year the auditors advised that it would clarify our accounts if we made
an adjustment to rectify an overstated retained earnings amount for the 2003
year, this has been carried out and presented in these accounts.
The AICCM relies almost solely on the income from membership
subscriptions, with a small annual grant from the Department of Environment
and Heritage of $9,4 50. If is becoming increasingly apparent that as an
organisation we cannot support the extent of our activities on this income
alone and there is an increasing need to find alternative sources of income.
If has become apparent to me as treasurer over the last year tha t our activity
cannot be sustained without additional funding or an increase in
membership lees.
A motion was proposed to accept the Treasurer's report.
Moved: Detlev Leuth, Seconded: Kay Soderlund

6. Secretary's report - Jenny Dickens
This has been my third year as Secretary and if has certainly been an
eventful and busy three years. During that lime we have had three
secretarial providers and worked hard to improve the administration of our
organisation and services to our members.

a. New Secretariat
Despite considerable efforts, the operations of IMEA as AICCM's secretariat
provider continued to be just satisfactory. Therefore AICCM N ational Council
devebped a new brief for secretarial services and two quotes were received:
IMEA (Institute Materia~ Engineering Australasia) and Secretarial Australia (SA) .
SA has now been contracted by AICCM.SA's quote was considerably less
expensive because they propose to manage our membership database using a
comprehensive, automated membership management and communications
system through web-based software. Importantly, SA is very willing to provide the
same level of service to our members who do not have email.

b. New Web site
The change over to the new secretarial has been completed successfully.
SA, ASI (web site developers and programmers) and Jenny are now working
to get all our data onto the web site in the correct configuration. Members
will be sent a leller of introduction to the web site containing their user name
and password . There are likely to be minor initial glitches and members are
asked to be patient and to tell SA or Jenny of any issues they encounter.

c. Application/Renewal form
A number of modifications have been made to the forms to reflect new
policy and cost decisions.

d. Renewals
As of 24 September we had 44 8 financial members and 143
un-linancial members. Our membership numbers are showing a
gradual increase over the past few years.
• 2002/03 - 549 members
• 2003/04 - 605 members

e. Procedures manual
AICCM's N ational Council By-laws were revised and are being converted
into a 'Procedures Manual' which will include lull details of N ational
Council, SIG and AICCM operations and policies.

f. Publications
The following publications have been produced in this financial year.
• AICCM Directory (thanks to Sarah-Jane Rennie and
NSW Division)
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• N ew AICCM brochure for members of the public
(thanks to liz Wild and QkJ Division)
• 2003 Bulletin (thanks to Vi nod Da niel)

a professional membership committee with responsibility for drawing up
the criteria . This was particularly important given members had expressed
concerns that the criteria had, in the past, not been strong enough.

• N ew sletters (thanks to Jude Fraser)

i. Discipline, 11 and 12. Anne Carter. Provisions for confidentiality in the
matters of appeal and discipline w ere critioal, given that professiona l
membership was effectiveh; a decision of peers. Rowena Jameson
explained these processes had to go through the Council. N ationa l

g. AICCM Organisation chart.
An AICCM organisation chart has been developed and will be placed
on the new web site.

h. Queries.
The National Secretary continues to receive approximateh; one
' non-membership' query/week. These range from questions about
training, job or workshop adverts, other advertising, requests for money
and information.

i. GVEHO grant
We received this grant in October 2003 and have not yet heard if it is to
be available this financial year. lt is likeh; that w e will not hear until aher
the election .

j. Bookshop
Currently AICCM has a relationship with Archetype books where we
distribute their books in Australia and they give our members discounts
(5 - 40% depending on volume purchased and publisher). We intend to
develop similar relationships with other relevant publishers. These books
can be purchased from the new secretariat.
A motion was proposed to accept the Secretary's report.
Moved: Rowena Jameson, Seconded: Kay S6derlund

7. Changes to constitution -Jenny Dickens
AICCM National council has made changes to the constitution for
ratification at this AGM. These are in the following areas:
a.To change the name of the 'Accreditation Committee' to 'Professional
Membership Committee' .
b .To make the list of people who can become professional members
less prescriptive.
c.To update the various Acts and Regulations mentioned in the
constitution, and to correct
anomalies in terminology.
d.To insert a clause to albw a State division to be wound up, as already
exists for the National body and SIGs.
e.To insert a cbuse allowing AICCM to set up a public fund, as part of
N ational Council's on-going work to enable f!.JCCM to become a tax
deductible gih recipient.
When obtaining legal advice for the changes above, N ational Council
received further advice. This advice stated that the terminology in our
current constitution no longer complied with that required by the ACT
Associations Incorporation Act 199 1.
This made it necessary to undertake a more extensive r~writing of our
constitution. The Act requires that either the Model Ru les in the
Associations Incorporation Regulations 1991 be used by incorporated
associations; or that our rules meet certain minimum requirements . Our
lawyers advised that we were safest in using the model rules wherever
possible. Therefore many ports of the constitution have been changed to
comph; with the Model Rules. In most oases the intent of the original
wording has been retained, and the terminology from the model rules has
been used instead. The new drah constitution was circulated to all
members on 23 September for ratification at this AGM.
Some issues raised at the National council meeting CM11 2 the day
before were reported:
f. Moveable cultural heritage 3 (I}. Anne Carter. Was it necessary to
refer only to moveable cultural heritage? This had been included to assist
in the application for tax deductibility and as any cultural item can be
moved in theory it was felt that this was not a major issue.
g. Public Fund 3(2}(n}. jenny Dickens. The use of the term 'Public Fund'
and inclusion of the provisions for this was recommended to enable
AJCCM to accept tax deductible donations.
h. Professional Membership, 5(5} Eric Archer. This had been changed
because the information was no longer relevant given changes in training.
N ew criteria would be set by the Professional Membership committee,
rather than being embedded in the constitution. This would build in
greater flexibility to respond to future changes in the profession .
Professional membership is a separate issue from accreditation which has
been put to one side for the moment, "given the size and cost of any
accreditation process .
Kay S6derlund. Consultation with members about the criteria was
discussed. lt is important that the membership be aware of the proposed
changes and agree to these and the process being instituted to establish
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Counci l would establish an ad hoc sulx:ommittee to deal with disciplinary
matters in confidence. The way in wh ich this w ou ld function w ould be set
out in procedures manual. The subcommillee did not need to be
mentioned specificalh; in the constitution.
The new constitution w ould determine whot the AICCM would do, not
how it would carry out these functions . This would be set down in the
procedures manual, w hich were mare easily amended should the
need arise.
At the AGM the following was discussed:

Chair of the Professional Membership Commiffee, 5 (14} (b). Robyn
Sloggell asked w hether the chair of the professional membership
committee should always be the ordinary member on National Council
who is designated as the Professional Membership/ Accreditation officer.
Jenny Dickens noted that it is considered important that there is National
Council representation on the professional membership committee. This may
not always be possible as the person occupying that role may not always
be a professional member of AJCCM. In addition this role has been created
to fulfil an existing need and may not always exist. Therefore article 5 (14)
(b) reads 'The chair of the commillee will be an elected member of
Council. '
A motion was proposed to accept the changes to the constitution with the
following changes:
• 2 (e) The word 'ACT' w ill be included in the
reference to the Associations Act.
• 5 (6) The sentence 'These criteria will be accessible on the
Institute's web site or otherwise published from time to time,
and will be endorsed by the members before
adoption as per articles 32 and 33' will be added .

8. Professional Membership and Accreditation update Janet Hughes
An update was presented at the AICCM Annual Meeting, and a brief
update at the AGM.

9. Election of office bearers
The 2003/2004 National Council then stood down. Rowena Jameson,
Public Officer took the chair. N ominations had been called for all positions
on N ational Council 4 2 days before the AGM as required by the
constitution . Sufficient nominations were received to fill all positions. N o
extra nominations were received and therefore no elections were needed.
The following will therefore be deemed elected :
President:
Eric Archer
Vice President:
Anne Carter
Treasurer:
Kim Brunoro
Secretary:
Jenny Dickens
Membership Services Officer:
Stephanie Baily
Publications Officer:
Alice Cannon
Professional Membership Officer:
Janel Hughes
SIG C<XJrdinator:
Bronwyn Cosgrove
The new 2004/2005 N ational Council then resumed and Eric Archer
continued to chair the meeting .

10. Appointment of auditors
A motion was proposed to r~ppoinl Murchison's as AICCM's auditors.
Moved: Marcelle Scoll. Seconded: Moria Kubik

11. Other business
Marcelle Scott moved a vote of thanks to outgoing Council for their
dedication and extraordinary achievement over the last financial year, in
conjunction with their paid work. She wished to express the appreciation
of the members.
Moved: Marcelle Scoll by affirmation . Seconded: Cheryl Jackson
Eric Archer thanked everyone for their porticipation and support for the
work of N ational Council. A motion was proposed to thank the ACT
division for organising the successful annual meeting and AGM.
Moved: Detlev Leuth . Seconded: Liz Wild
N o other business was raised so the meeting was declared closed
at 5.58pm .

AI CCM
AUSTRAUA
Courses: Deakin University - Cultural
Heritage and Museum Studies
2005 , Melbourne VIC
03925 1 7 11 0,
www.deakin.edu.au/cultural
heritage_centre/

Workshops/Courses: International
Specialised Skills Institute Inc.

AICCM Preventive SIG Seminar
September 2005, Sydney, NSW
The topic will be Storage - the open and
closed case and will examine a range of
issues about current approaches to storage.
Contact: Sarah Slade,
alexsarah@netspace.net.au (C92)

AICCM National Conference and SIG
Meeting: From the Outside Looking In

2005, Melbourne VIC
Suite 10 1 , 685 Burke Road Camberwell
3124, 03 98820055, fax: 9882 9866,
issi©pacific. net.au

October 2005, Melbourne VIC
Contact: Helen Privett, Museum Victoria
GPO Box 666E Melbourne 3001 ,
03 8341 7235
hprivett@museum.vic.gov.au (C93)

AICCM Objects SIG Symposium and
Workshop 2005

Thread by Thread Mending of Paintings

22-26 August 2005, Melbourne Museum
VIC
Lecture program of three days, with the
focus theme of polymers and synthetic
materials. Followed by a two day
workshop program tutored by Thea va n
Oosten, Conservation Scientist from the
ICN Amsterdam and Co-ordinator of the
ICOMCC Modern Materials and
Contemporary Art Working Group.
Workshop w ill focus on identification,
degradation and conservation of plastics
as used in cultural heritage. Contact:
Amanda Pagliarino, Queensland Art
Gallery, PO Box 3686, South Brisba ne
Qld 4101 ,
amanda.pagliarino@qag .qld.gov.au
(C90)

International Conference on Oxalate
Films on Rocks and Works of Art
29-31 August 2005 , Cairns QLD
CALL FOR PAPERS
The topics of the conference address the
formation , environment, microbiology,
conservation and dating of oxalate
minerals in films on natural rock surfaces
and on various works of art. Techniques
for sampling, microanalysis, restoration
and conserva tion, synthetic production,
microbiological control, monitoring, and
age determination are welcomed and will
be programmed in specific sessions .
Contact: Alan.Watchman@anu .edu.au ,
http://car.anu.edu.au /oxalates/ index.htm
(C92)

Workshop: Conservation of Middle
Eastern Manuscripts
Spring 2005 tbc, The Universi1y of
Melbourne VIC
Contact: Jude Fraser, 03 9348 5700,
jafarser@unimelb.edu.au (C89)

2005 tbc, The Universi1y of Melbourne VIC
Contact: Caroline Fry,
03 9348 5700, cmfry@unimelb.edu .au
(C91)

1Oth AICCM Paintings SIG Symposium
4 - 6 May 2006 Queensland Art
Gallery, Brisbane
Contact: SIG Convenor, Gillian Osmond,
07 3840 7294
gillian.osmond@qag .qld.gov.au (C92)

4th AICCM Symposium for the
Conservation of Paper, Books and
Photographic Materials

fax +41 91 825 8586,
i nfo@cb~ascona . eh,
http:/ /www.cb~ascona .ch (C90)

Courses: Conservation Centre, Institute of
Fine Arts NYU
2004, USA
Contact: Shelley Sass, Program
Coordinator, sks3@nyu.edu (C93)

Courses: ICCROM
2004, Rome, ITALY
Contact: training@iccrom .org,
http:/ /www. iccrom.org (C90)

Courses: Illinois Digitisation Institute
2004, Illinois USA
Basics and Beyond Digitization
Fundamentals
Contact: Amy Maroso,
Project Coordinator, 452 Grainger
Engineering Library Information Center,
1301 W. Springfield Ave ., Urbana,
IL 61801 , 217-244-4946,
fax: 217-244-7764, maroso@uiuc.edu,
http: / / images.library.uiuc.edu/project/IDI
(C90)

Courses: Institute cl Paper Conservation

2006, New Zealand
Contact: Vicki-Anne Heikell,
vicki©tepapa.govt. nz (C92)

2004, UK
.
Contact: IPC, Bridge House, Waterside,
Upton-on-Severn, WR8 OHG England ,
+44 1684 591150,
information@ipc.org.uk, www.ipc.org.uk
(C90)

INTERNATIONAL

Courses: International Academic Projects

Courses: Art Innovation
2004, THE NETHERLANDS
Courses in laser cleaning. See www.a rtinnovation.nl or contact Art Innovation,
Westermaatsweg 11 , 7556 BW
Hengelo, The Netherlands,
317 425 01239, fax 317 424 23296,
info@art-innovation. nl (C91)

Courses: P.alaam Art Institute
2004, SPAIN
Contact: Balaam, Mireia Xarrii , c.escoles
pies 76, pral 1, Barcelona 080 17,
http:/ /www. balaam-art.com,
+34 93 4171347,
fax: +34 93 2 123715, info@balaamart.com (C90)

Courses: Cenlro del Bel Libro
2004, Ascona SWITZERLAND
Courses covering a wide range of topics
related to book conservation, bookbinding
and design. Contact: Centro del Bel Libro,
Segretariato, Via le Protone 4 , Casella
Postale 2600, CH650 1 Bellinzo na ,
+41 91 825 1162,

2004, USA, GREECE, DEI'-Vv\ARK, ITALY, UK
Courses include conservation of glass,
mosaics, archaeological sites and
medieval books, identification of paper,
wood and plant fibres, pigment and paint
layer analysis and a varie1y of preventive
courses covering IPM, storage and
transportation . Contact: lAP, 6 Fitzroy
Square, London WlT 5Hj,
Tel: +44 20 7380 0800,
fax: +44 20 7380 0500,
i nfo@academicprojects.eo. uk,
http: / /www. academicprojects.co.uk
(C89)

Courses: Northern States Conservation
Center
2004, Online (USA based)
Courses include materials for storage and
display, fundraising , disaster planning,
storage planning and collection
management. See
http:/ /www. collectioncare.org / training/
trol.html (C92)
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Courses: Perugino Institute

New Lights on Ancient Materials

2004, ITALY
Courses in areas such as conservation of
paper, canvas, fresco and wood, museum
management and legal aspects regarding
the international art and cultura l heritage
sector today. Offered in English . Contact:
Pasquale Monteleone, Coordinator,
Recruitment and External Relations,
Via Nomentana, 335.()() 162 Roma, Ita~,
Tel: +39 06 8537 0923 /3 3,
fax: +39 06 8537 0919,
admissions@ilperugino.org (C89)

14-1 8 December 2004, FRANCE
The training school will aim at providing
young scientists working on the analysis of
ancient artifacts with an in-depth
presentation of the new possibi lities offered
by synchrotron radiation techniques.
Courses wi ll include lectures presenting
current challenges regarding the study of
ancient metals, ancient pigments and
organic materials. Tutorials will aim at
combining these two approaches.
See http:/ /www.synchrotronsoleil.fr/anglais/industrie/patrimoine/
(C93)

Courses: Shepherds Bindery,
Bookbinding Courses and Master Classes
2004, London UK
Contact: Linda Watts, Shepherds Bindery,
Units 107-108, 30 Great Guildford
Street, London SE1 OHS,
+44 20 7620 0060,
information@bookbinding.co.uk (C89)

Courses: SOUNET
2004, USA
Contact: Vanessa Richardson,
800 999 8558, vrichardson@solinet.net,
www.solinet.net (C91)

Courses: University of Victoria
2004, CANADA/Distance Education
Contact: Lisa Mort-Putland, Program
Coordinator, Cultural Resource
M anagement, Division of C ontinuing
Studies, University of Victoria, PO Box
3030, STN CSC, Victoria, BC, Canada
V8W 3N6,
+ 1 250 721 8462,
fax: + 1 250 721 8774 ,
lmort-putla nd@uvcs. uvic.ea,
http:/ /www. uvcs.uvic.ca /crmp (C89)

Courses: Weald and Downland Open Air
Museum
2004, Chichester UK
Building Conservation and the Use of
Traditional Materials and Processes.
Contact: Diana Rowsell , Training
Coordinator, Weold and Downland Open
Air Museum, Singleton, Chichester, West
Sussex,
+44 12 4381 1464,
weo lddow n@mistral.co.uk (C89)

Courses: West Dean College
Contact the Conservation Course office on
+44 12 4381 8294,
pat.jackson@westdeon.org.uk (C89)

UKIC Stone and Wall Paintings Section:
Secular Wall Paintings Conference Series
Dec 2004- January 2005 , London UK
Series of one day events, culminating in a
conference in January 2005.
Contact: Caroline Babington
CABobington@aol.com or Robert Gowing
Robert.gowing@english-heritage.org.uk
(C91)

Identification and Preservation of
Photograph collections
1& 18 December 2004, SPAIN
This workshop is designed to give a basic
understanding of photographic processes
and the basic preservation of photograph
collections to collection managers and
others responsible for photograph
collections. Contact: Mireia Xarrii ,
c.escoles pies 76, pral 1, Barcelona
08017, +34 93 4171347,
fax: +34 93 2123715, info@balaamart.com (C92)

The 3rd Annual Hawaii International
Conference on Arts and Humanities
13-16January 2005, USA
The conference will provide many
opportunities for academics and
professionals from arts and humanities
related fields to interact with members
inside and outside their own particular
disciplines. Contact: Hawaii International
Conference on Arts and Humanities, PO
Box 75036, Honolulu, HI, 96836, USA,
808 947 2420,
humanities@hichumanities.org (C93)

UKIC Stone and Wall Paintings Section:
Conservation of the 'Doom' Wall
Painting, Holy Trinitiy Church, Coventry
22 January 2005, UK
This one day event celebrates the
completion of a comprehensive cleaning
and conservation project for one of the
most important surviving late medieval
' Doom' paintings in the UK. Contact: John
Burbidge johnd .burbidge@bti nternet.com,
020 867 4 1969 (C93)

European Trade in Painters' Materials to
1700
1 1-12 February 2004, UK
The scope of this meeting includes
European trade and trade routes, the retail
distribution and wholesale trade in
painters' materials. lt will encompass
specific case histories as well as a more
general view of the mechanisms and
actuality of trading. Concentrated on
painters' supplies, attention will also be
paid to associated crafts such as tapestry.
Contact: Sarah Bunn, Courtauld Institute of
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Art, Somerset House, Strand, London
WC2R ORN, UK,
sarah.bunn@courtauld.ac.uk (C92)

PMG Winter Meeting
1 1-1 2 February 2005, CANADA
Contact Paul Messier, PMG Cha ir, 617
782 7110, pm@paulmessier.com (C93)

The Science of Galleries
17 February 2005, UK
CALL FOR PAPERS
The day will combine a programme of
talks and a tour of the British Museum
scientific facilities. This is a call for papers
on scientific investigations, case studies,
and use of technology and new
methodologies relating to all aspects of
setting up new galleries, refurbishing
existing galleries and showcase design.
Abstracts of up to 300 words including a
tirle, author name and contact details
should be received by 20 December
2004. Contact: Susan Bradley,
Department of Conservation
Documentation and Science, The British
Museum, Great Russell Street, London
WC 1B 3DG, UK, fax: +44 23238636,
sbradley@thebritishmuseum .ac.uk (C93)

Preservation for access: managing
paper-based collections in museums,
libraries and archives
21 February 2005, UK
An interactive workshop with leading UKbased conservation practitioners aimed at
those with collection care responsibilities .
The preservation clinic offers participants
the opportunity to discuss and resolve
issues facing their own collections. See
http://www. bl.uk/npo (C92)

Architectural Records, Inventories and
Information Systems for Conservation
30 M arch - 29 April 2005, ITALY
This advanced course on architectural
records, inventories, and information
systems for the conservation of cultural
heritage will address the needs,
methodology, and techniques for acquiring
and using this knowledge. See
www.iccrom.org or contact ARIS05Architecture and Archaeological Sites Unit,
ICCROM, Via di San Michele 13,
I{)() 153 ROMA RM, + 39 06585531,
fax: + 39 0658553349,
architecture@iccrom.org (C92)

UNESCO 1Oth University and Heritage
International Seminar - Cultural
Landscapes, Laws, Management, and
Public Participation: heritage as a
challenge of citizenship
11 -16 April 2005, UK
This conference will adopt a holistic and
wide-ranging approach to the theme of
cultural landscapes. Contact: Ms. MarieLouise Kerr, forum. unesco@ncl.ac. uk,
+44 191 222 7419,

3
fox: +44 191 2_22 5564,
http:/ /www. ncl.ac .uk/unescolandscapes
(C93)

UKIC Gilding and Decorative Surfaces
2005 Conference: The consolidation
needs and techniques that support
decorative surface
13 April 2005, London UK
This conference wi ll discuss a ll aspects of
consolidation, from re-laying paint flakes to
major reconstruction and in particular
explore the demands that structural integrity
and aesthetic requirements make upon its
nature. Contact: Colleen Donaldson, Joint
Chair, 01 3 12 262340,
CD1762@aol.com (C9 1)

IS&T Archiving Conference 2005
26-29 April 2005, USA
Two of the featured keynote speakers at
Archiving 2005 will be Clifford Lynch,
Executive Director of CNI, and Deanna
Marcum, Associate Librarian for Library
Services at the Library of Congress.
http:/ / www.imaging.org/conferences/ ar
chiving2005/ (C93)

Architectural Paint Research in Building
Conservation: Understanding decorative
paint with a view to informed
conservation
8-11 May 2005, Copenhagen
DENMARK
See www.natmus.dk/sw1672.osp (C88)

Salvage of Wet Materials Following a
Disaster
9-1 3 May 2005 , USA
See www.aic.org (C92)

Symposium on Upholstery History and
Upholstery Conservation
12-14 May 2005, SWEDEN
The symposium in Vadstena will focus on
upholstery history. There is a gap in the
knowledge about the history of materials
and techniques used in different periods,
in different countries and the dating of
them . Contact: Karin Schubock
karin.schuback@rek.liu.se (C92)

8th International Conference on NonDestructive Investigations and
Microanalysis for the Diagnostics and
Conservation of the Cultural and
Environmental Heritage
15-19 May 2005 , ITALY
The topics of the conference concern the
applications and techniques of nondestructive investigations, monitoring,
microanalysis and testing of works of art of
any kind, material or period for historical
research , resto ration and conservation .
See http://www. dsm.unile.it/ art05 (C92)

Adhesives for Conservation
16-20 May 2005, USA
See www.aic .org (C92)

Fur Trade Legacy: The State of
Preservation of Organic Materials
17-1 8 May 2005 , CANADA
CALL FOR PAPERS
Case studies on cleaning, stabi lization
and moth control, hands-on identification
of fur and feather specimens, planning
and maintaining cold storage, and
research into the light-fastness of organic
pigments wi ll be presented for a
comprehensive overview of the state of
preservation of organic materials in history
collections. Presenters are invited to share
curatorial , scientific, technical and
conservation expertise with workshop
participants . The hands-on components
include cleaning techniques and the
preparation of reference slides and
identification kits. Submissions wi ll be
published in English and French as
Preprints of the Jasper 2005 Conference
Workshop. The deadline for abstracts is
December 31 , 2004 . The deadline for
final papers isJanuary 31 , 2005.
Contact: Margot Brunn, Workshop
Program, 780-453-9167,
fox: 780-454-6629,
margot.brunn@gov.ab.ca,
http://www.cac-occr.ca/econf. html (C93)

Canadian Association for Conservation

of Cultural Property: 31st Annual
Conference and Workshop
19-21 May 2005 , CANADA
CALL FOR PAPERS
Papers are invited on all aspects of
conservation and conservation science of
artifacts, archival material and works of
art. Posters and video presentations are
a lso welcome. This yea r we would like to
invite papers for two specialized sessions:
Education and Training, and Moving
Collections. The session on education and
training would introduce student projects
and highlight conservation programs and
the teaching labs that support young
graduates with internships. For the session
on movi ng collections, we will invite
speakers who have experience in the
planning and preparation for construction
or expansion of museums, galleries and
archives. The deadline for abstracts is
December 31, 2004. Contact: Lee
Churchill leec@glenbow.org or Heather
Dumka hdumka@glenbow.org , Program
Co-chairs, 403-268-4183 / 4185,
fox: 403-265-9769 (C93)

Mounting and Housing Art on Paper for
Storage and Display: History, Science
and Present-day Practice
19-20 May 2005, London UK
The conference wi ll explore the following
topics: the history of methods of storage
and display in the East and West, the
science of microenvironments created by
mounts and other housing systems; issues

such as off-gassing, quality of materials,
anoxic housings, storage in 'suppressed
environments', mounting and housing
solutions for storage and/or display.
Contact: acalton@thebritishmuseum.ac.uk
www.thebritishmuseum .ac. uk/whatson/ev
ents/conferences(C89)

Cellulose Acetate Microfilm Forum
23-24 May 2005, UK
Two international roundtables of producers
and holders of microfilm have taken place
on the subject of cellulose acetate
microfilm and this forum aims to
disseminate information to the wider library
and archive world and to engender further
discussion amongst participants. This
conference is aimed at everyone who has
a professional interest in preservation
microfilm, particularly those involved in
managing ageing and possibly vulnerable
collections. Contact: Sandy.Ryan@bl.uk
(C92)

This will stick forever - Attaching and
Releasing
25-27 May 2005 , HUNGARY
CALL FOR PAPERS
Presentations should focus on solving ' real
life' conservation problems caused by
adhesives, chemical and physical
properties of adhesives, the introduction of
new products, the evaluation of former
treatments and other subjects of interest for
paper conservators. Deadline for abstracts
is 15 January 2005, to be submitted to
an na . buelow@nationa larch ives_gov_uk
using the template at
http:/ /palimpsesl.stanford.edu/iada/fort_
bud.dot. Abstracts must be w ritten in both,
English and German . (C93)

Preventive conservation: Reducing risks
to collections
6-24June 2005, ITALY
The purpose of the course is to discuss and
practice the risk management approach to
conservation of collections. Risk
management can be understood not only
as the management of rare catastrophes,
but also as the management of slow
continual hazards, and everything
between . lt becomes an integrated view of
all expected damages and losses to
collections. The course will review the risk
management concept and its various
current interpretations and applications in
the field of cultural heritage. Participants
will be introduced to a practical method to
carry out a risk assessment survey for
collections in museums and archives. The
course w ill also examine recent research
that is critica l to better estimates of risk,
and thus to establishing priorities. Special
focus will be given to dynamic and highrisk situations such as travelling exhibitions .
In this context, environmental standards
and transit guidelines will be critically
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discussed in the light of recent knowledge.

See:
http:/ /www.iccrom.org (C93)

AIC Annual Meeting General Session:
Documentation Dilemma - Managing
Conservation Data in the 21st Century
8-13 June 2005, USA
Documentation in conservation is
interdisciplinary in its attempts to categorize
conditions, treatments, and site information
using ever-changing terminologies and
technologies. Criteria that influence the
documentation process include intended
use, existing background information,
reporting format, and long-term accessibility
and storage. The advent of database and
digital technologies has forever changed
the documentation process. The 2005 AIC
General Session will explore concerns that
touch a wide range of conservation
disciplines. Contact: AIC General Session
Committee, c/o Martha Smith, Freer and
Sackler Galleries, 1 150 Independence
Ave., SW Washington, DC 20560,
Martha.smith@asia.si.edu (C93)

Society for the Preservation of Natural
History Collections 20th Annual Meeting
12-19 June 2005, UK
See www.spnhc.org (C92)

HMS 2005: Heritage Microbiology and
Science - Microbes, Monuments and
Maritime Materials
28 June- 2 Ju~ 2005, UK
The World's heritage will always face a
threat from microorganisms that show a
remarkable versatility to colonise, utilise
and transform a wide range of materials
notably wood, stone, concrete, paper,
cement, textiles and metals. These activities
have played , and continue to play, a
centra l port in shaping the natural world of
our planet but this awesome power
constitutes a serious threat to the integrity
of our most precious art, heritage objects,
monuments and cultural treasures. Sessions
will be presented on the following topics:
preservation of maritime heritage, historic
buildings and materials, modern
approaches to conservation studies,
practice and applications.
See http:// www.hms2005.org or email
hms2005@port.ac.uk (C93)

British Association of Paper Historians
Annual Conference
1-3 July 2005 , UK

Varnish on Paintings
21-23Ju~2004, USA
See aic.stanford.edu (C93)

The Preservation of Religious Textiles
10 September 2005 , HOLLAND
The symposium will focus on religious
textiles, especially on preservation issues.
The knowledge of the use (the meaning),

manufacturing and proper care of religious
textiles is declining . The long-term
preservation of these textiles, which are
ohen still in use, is therefore in danger.
Contact: Ms. Rene Lugtigheid, Stichting
Kerkelijk Kunstbezit Nederland SKKN,
Mariahoek 16-17, 351 1 LG Utrecht,
The Netherlands, lugtigheid@skkn.nl (C92)

ICOM-CC 14th Triennial Meeting: Our
Cultural Past -Your Future
10.16 September 2005, THE NETHERlANDS
The objective of the Triennial Meeting is to
present an overview of the current state of
conservation research and practice
through reports by ICOM.CC Working
Groups. Special attention will be given to
problems and progress in conservation in
the region hosting the meeting . See
www.icom-cc.icom .museum or contact
secretariat@icom-cc.org (C90)

Lacona VI: Lasers in the Conservation of
Artwork
21-25 September 2005 , AUSTRIA
CALL FOR PAPERS
Topics include: laser cleaning of
monuments and artifacts (stone, metal,
glass, paper, parchment, paintings and
wood) ; laser for documentation and
diagnosis of works of art (3D measurements,
holography and vibrometry) ; laser for
material analysis (RAMAN, LIBS, LIF) ; laser
for monitoring of environmental conditions;
health and safety aspects. Submissions due
1 4 December 2004 .
Contact +43 (0) 179 821 4637,
fox: +43 (0) 179 821 4649,
office@lacona6.at, www.lacona6.at (C92)

Recovering the Past: The Conservation of
Archaeological and Ethnographic Textiles
9-11 November 2005, MEXICO
The conference will focus on the conservation,
research , diffusion, and exhibition of
archaeological and ethnographic textiles
of every country. Contact: Rosa Lorena
Roman Torres, Escuela Nacional de
Conservacion, Restauracion y Museografia,
(ENCRyM). lnstituto Nacional de Antropologia
e Historia, Mexico. Gral. Anaya 1 87,
Sa n Diego Churubusco, Coyooca n
04 120, Mexico D.F,
+52 55 5CD4 5188 or +52 55 .SW4 5163,
jbgclove@prod igy. net. mx,
natcc. informes@inah.gob.mx (C92)

Third International Conference:
Preservation and Conservation Issues
Related to Digital Printing and Digital
Photography
24-25 April 2006, UK
CALL FOR PAPERS
The conference will cover the areas of fine
art prints, photographs and digital~ printed
textiles, with the aim of informing those
responsible for the preservation and
conservation of digital~ produced materials
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about developments in digital photography
and printing technologies, the progress in
research on inks and substrates and their
significance for the archiving of artifacts.
Working title and synopsis from interested
authors is due by 31 January 2005 and
should be sent to Dr A Manning, School of
Printing and Publishing, The London
College of Communication, University of the
Arts, London , Elephant and Castle, London
SEI6SB, a .manning@lcc .arts.ac.uk (C93)

IPC 5th International Conference
27-29 Ju~ 2006, Edinburgh UK
CALL FOR PAPERS
This conference will discuss the practicalities
of paper conservation in the 21st century
including the shih towards preservation,
case studies of recent unusual projects,
management of the 'business' of
conservation - the shih away from studio
work. Moreover, the conference aims to
provide a forum for debate, reporting
achievements and imparting information
and expertise that will bring together students
of conservation, professional conservators
and conservation scientists. If you have
work that you think would be of interest to
others and would like to contribute an
illustrated presentation or poster, please
send written outlines of papers of 150
words with a provisional title and biography
of 50 words for selection by a boord to
Barbara Venables, c / o the IPC Office,
Bridge House, Waterside, Upton upon
Severn WR8 OHG, +44 1684 591150,
fox: +44 1684 592380,
information@ipc.org .uk by 31 January
2005 . (C93)

21st IIC Congress
4-8 September 2006, GERMANY
See iiconservation.org (C93)

Printed on Paper: The techniques, history
and conservation of printed media
5-7 September 2007, UK
The purpose of this conference will be to
bring together an international group of
professionals who study and care for
printed media including conservators,
curators, historians, and librarians. The
conference will present a broad view of
printed media on paper. Possible subjects
include artworks, commercial processes,
maps, illustrations, prints that imitate
photographs, text, and computer generated
media. In addition to historic and modern
printing techniques and materials,
presentations will explore the use and
conservation of printed media . Contact
Nancy Purinton , Paper Conservator,
National Park Service, Harpers Ferry
Center, Harpers Ferry, WV 25425,
304-535-6143 , nancy_purinton@nps.gov
(C91)
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AICCM
GPO Box 1638
Canbma ACT 2601

Profit & Loss Statement
For the Year Ended 30 June 2004
$

$
Income
Advertising
Book/Publication Sales
Donations
Grant-Getty Grant Program
Grant- GVEHO 87
Interest Received
Membership Subscriptions
Registration - Events
Registration - Accom.
Recovered Admin. Expenses
Sponsorship
Sundry Income

4,625
1,960

2,455
473
100
70,722
9,450
5,486

2

149,225
9,450
5,768
50,470
57,749
11,019

68,306
71,556
1,225
7,500

1,173
291 ,438

237,271

Total income
Expenses

6,931
4,635
24
64

2,485
75

Accounting & Audit Fees
Advertising!PR
Annual Report
Awards/Prizes
Bad Debts
Computer/lntemetNIJebsite
Consulting fees
Employment Exps.
Events expenses-Venue
Events/Meeting Exps.- Catering

1,000
260
2,273
2,500
15,467
4,475
22,511

3,285
10,376
2,432
10,621

748
45,771
1,014
2,230
648
5,920 .
2,639
353

Events-Audiovision
Events Exps • Speaker
Events-Profrt Paid
Bank Charges
Depreciation
Branch Subscriptions
Insurance
Legal/Licence Fees
Foreign Exchange Loss(gain)
Printing
Photocopying
Postage/Freight
Publications
Rent/Parking/Hire
Recovered Admin. Expenses
Secretarial Expenses
Secretarial Exps-speacial Proj
Stationery
Subscriptions
Telephone/Fax
Teleconference
Travei/Accom.
Workshop Exps

59,909,
2,045
936
7,267
930
29,214
8,569
4,396
9,043
11 ,388
908

3,947
1,679
10,004
27,935
1,016
1,225
30,000
4,878
1,611

28,856
3,1 46
1,566
125
2, 116
1,276
62,728
727
273.511

1,481
2,892
42,018
239,054

Total Expenses

..
Net Profit I (Loss)

$

(1 ,783)

$

17,927

The above Profit & Loss Statement should be read in conjunction with the accompanying notes.
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AICCM
GPO Box 1638
Canberra ACT 2601

·Balance Sheet
As at June 2004
l'iotcs

This\ c:1r

Last\ .-ar

$

$

Assets
Current Assets
Cheque Account-CBA
Cheque Account-WBC
CBA - $US Account
Term Deposit-WBC
Trade Debtors
Sundry Debtors
Prepayments
Total Current Assets

52,436

21 ,195
248,224

70,436
2,034
113,777
101 ,554
2,291
381
27,524
317,997

3,349
(2,766)
2,087
(1 ,127)
1,543

3,349
(2,570)
2,087
(675)
2,191

249,767

320,188

4,618
19,159
20,350
3,100

13,533
5,500
16,498
2,230

7,949
(6,1 14)
1,836
69,780
118,843

17,501
(8,283)
9,217
115,502
162,481

118,843

162,481

59,518
105,953
9,122

Fixed Assets
Office Equipment at Cost
Office Equipment Accum Dep'n
Computer Equipment Original Co
Computer Equipment Accum Dep'n
Total Fixed Assets
Total Assets
Liabilities
Current Liabilities
Trade Creditors
Accrued Expenses
Registrations rev. in advance
Subscription Received in Adv.
GST Liabilities
GST Collected
GSTPaid
Total GST Liabilities
Getty Grant-2004/2005
Total Current Liabilities

3
4

Total Liabilities
Net Assets

$

130,924

$

157,707

Accumulated Funds
Retained Earnings
Adj - Prior year error- Getty Grant
Current Year Earnings- Profit/(loss)

Total Accumulated Funds

2

$

157,707
(25 ,000)

139,780

(1 , 783~

17,927

130,924

$

The above Balance Sheet should be read in conjunction with the accompanying notes
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In Paintings Conservation, Mar Gomez and John Hay have
been working on several early Bea Maddock paintings from
the 1960's in preparation for a future survey exhibition of
her work. After several weeks of treatment, filling of losses
and inpainting a marine painting by Tom Robertson,
The Boy of Rio de Janeiro, 7853, is almost complete.
John has been working on its frame; it had several large
ornamental losses, w hich have now been replaced and the
moulds retained for future frame reproduction . The frame is
to be re-gilded using shlagmetal and a new patina applied .
Mar has also been working on some extensively damaged
Chinese paintings painted in the European landscape
tradition from the mid 19th century. One of them has its
original fra me in poor condition and which is to be (re)
japanned' by John .
In Paper Conservation, Lynda Black and Tamara Hollister
have been preparing a small but important collection of
exquisitely hand-coloured 19th centu ry Japanese studio
portraits by Austrian photographer von Stillfried, taken
during the reign of Emperor Meiji. Von Stillfried was one of
the first Western photographers to work in japan ; these
popular images of men and women dressed in traditional
costume reflect the tradition of wood block prints translated
into the new medium of photography. In addition there have
been a number of 19th century architectural drawings on
tracing paper and cibachrome photographs by David
Watts, which have been prepared for storage and display.
Lynda conducted two wallpaper conservation seminars for
staff and the public at Port Arthur Historic Site.

VICTORIA
National Archives Of Australia Melbourne
Branch
Our sincere condolences go to the fam ily and friends

of

Chris Loretto w ho died on the 14th of October. Chris
project managed our microfilm and digitizing projects . She
carried out this work w ith enthusiastic energy and looked for
ways to improve and streamline the work. She was
especially good at seeing opportunities and cutting through
the administrative mountains that these projects generated.
Chris touched many staff at the Archives, not just in
Melbourne, and we wi ll miss her cu riousity, enthusiasm and
bubbly personality.

Detlev Lueth has been reorganizing our working areas to
allow for optimum working conditions for the current
projects. We plan to set up one room for digitizing
equipment, another for film winding and another for
repackaging projects. The laboratory wi ll be used
specifically for conservation work . He has also been
preparing the preservation budget for 04/05 and
designing a preservation staff restructure to meet the
demands of the cu rrent and future preservation projects.
Liam Ryan and Tha lem have been worki ng on dig itizing
items from our collection and reorganizing the refurbishment
of the digitizing area. Sally Kneebone is continuing to
manage preservation projects. She has been repairing and

rebinding service medal registers. Libby Melzer has been
working on repackaging/reboxing for the North Melbourne
move, CSIRO repackaging project and the preservation of
some records considered to be of hi gh exhibition va lue . As
of January next year she will be leaving NM to work full
time with the CCMC. We wish her well with her new job.
Libby, Detlev and Sally and Alice Cannon from COliC, ran
a conservation clinic for the public at the Public Record
Office Victoria in mid November. Sally and Libby also ran
an in-house pressure sensitive tape removal day for NM
preservation staff and ran two simi lar workshops for the
local AICCM paper conservators in late November.

Karina Palmer has joined our staff on contract as a
conservator until the end of January. She is working on our
referrals and is getting to know the joys of mouldy artifacts.
She is also working through a plan flattening job project.
Liz Ogden has been with us for a while as part of our
repackaging team . She is now working for us part-time as
a conservator, working on several series, including
rehousing a series of photographs. Rosemary Reddick is
currently project managing the preservation needs of our
audiovisual holdings in Melbourne . This project has seen
over 40,000 fi lm items undergo a preservation wind and
placement in new film cans . A number of items that were not
origina lly identified as part of this project are now being
inspected for vinegar syndrome and rehoused . Tha lem is
working on immigration films from Film Australia and
defence advertising.

National Gallery of Victoria
In the Textile conservation lab, Bronwyn Cosgrove and
Kale Douglas fini shed the conservation, display padding
and installation of the exhibition Hunters and Collections
w hich showcases over 100 works from designers World's
End, Chanel and Yves Saint Laurent. Bronwyn and
Kale have also been working on a number of Decorative
Arts changeovers which include a Picasso scarf, an 18th
century sampler and 17th century book cover. Kale has
now started working on the next changeover at the Fashion
and Textile gallery at NGV:Australia . This exhibition , Flair,
wi ll display Australian clothing design from the 1960's.
Bronwyn is working on the Akira lsogawa exhibition, which
will be installed in late November at Federation Square.
Skye Firth, a Masters student from the University of
Melbourne, volunteers in the lab every Thursday and has
been a great help with condition reporting for Hunters and
Collections. She has now started a programme to create
dye samples for the lab on both silk and cotton fabrics .

Janelle Borig, w ho bravely stepped into Helen Privett's
vacated shoes as Conservator of Exhibitions in September,
has hit the ground running with four exhibitions being
deinstalled, including the very successful Impressionists
exhibition, and severa l others going up such as Edvard
Munch and James G leeson, w ithin her first few weeks . We
welcome her to the team and back to Melbourne after many
years abroad. Catherine Earley received excellent
feedback after she presented at a recent NGV Art Handling
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seminar. Now Catherine and janelle ore preparing for the
installation of the Plein-Air painting in Europe exhibition at
NGV:International and the take-down of Living together is
easy at Federation Square.

Tom Dixon presented a paper at the IIC Conference in
Bilbao on the conservation inputs for the NGV relocation to
North Melbourne, the Russell Street temporary gallery, the
Ion Potter Centre NGV: Australia at Federation Square, and
for the renovation of the St Kilda Road building. The
conference was particularly interesting as the two subjectsnew buildings and new art media - are both now such
crucial phenomena around the art world. The presentation
was of particular importance because 500 IIC delegates
from around the world could see the NGV was not in fact
the 3 room display they would remember seeing when they
came to the IIC conference in Melbourne in 2000 .

People and Places

enjoyed the sculptura l aspects of recreating m1ssmg
ornament on a very large 19th century frame . The sections
were cost in either filled epoxy or compo, shaped to fit the
loss and then adhered in place. Holly has also written a
manual for furniture packing at the NGV.

John Payne has been working on a Mormion panel.
Melanie Vella has been cleaning a Norrie, a Riopelle and
a Bratby. Carl Villis has been reconstructing a Tition.
Michael Varcoe·Cocks has been cleaning and removing
old restorations from a Conder. Linda Waters continues her

Paper Lob activities have been focused on the NGV's
increasingly
ambitious
exhibitions
program .
Ruth Shervington, Jan Begg and contract conservator
Candida Baskcomb have just completed consolidation
treatments on about 50 of the 75 Indian Miniatures to be
displayed in Rajput: Sons of Kings. Ruth has also been
mounting a series of acrylic paintings on paper, which will
be displayed unglazed in the Colour Power: Indigenous
Aboriginal Art Since 1984 exhibition . Ruth has developed
a strainer mount system suitable for large format and
contemporary works which is used in conjunction with fitted
perspex boxes . The boxes will be added to these works for
travel and storage. Belinda Gourley has returned after her
expedition to Spain for the IIC Conference and spoke of her
experiences at the recent Victorian AICCM meeting in
November. Prior to this, she began treatment of a large
colour lithograph by joan Miro. During October the paper
lab welcomed visitors from near and for - Rose Peel
accompanied the touring Man Ray exhibition and joined us
briefly, and Gry Landro, Paper Conservator from the Munch
Museum in Norway, visited the lab during her courier trip
with Munch : The Frieze of Life. Angeletta leggio has been
treating and preparing a collection of Australian
photographs from the 60s for Flashback. She has also
prepared a large Brook And rew new acquisition for
framing, and has been designing a su pport system for a
series of Bill Henson works on lead . All of the Conservation
Department would like to congratulate Angeletto who was
eo-recipient of the AICCM Conservator of the Year award
in September.

thread by thread tear repair. This goes on between the
onslaught of chongeovers, loans and exhibitions .

State Library of Victoria

The Objects Conservation group (Catherine Millikan, Marika
Strohschnieder, Trude Ellingsen, Eamon O'Toole and our often
seen contractors Andrew Thorn and Karl Millard) have
prepared, reported on and made stands for 22 ATSI works for
loan to the Crossing Country exhibition at AGNSW; prepared
and made display fittings for large Oceanic works- including a
ceremonial canoe for a gallery changeover; continued a
project of display case commissioning ; worked w ith colleagues
on proposals to upgrade pest control procedures; installed multimaterial contemporary works, including the albino squirrel and
designed or had manufactured their storage and display fittings;
and researched ancient Egyptian materials for a
major treatment.

Suzi Shaw has been assessing a large number of mirrors
requested for loan, which has proved to be most
disconcerting - many a reflected torch beam has been
shone directly in her eyes. She is currently working on a
19th century Irish marquetry table with extensive borer
damage. Suzi and Rob Murdoch, our new Technical
Assista nt - Framing, hove been researching refroming
options for several war-time Albert Tucker paintings with the
assistance of Greg Howord at the NGA. Rob has been
kept busy setting-up a wood storage system and the
improving the set-up of his workspace, as well as reframing
three Streeton panels. Noel Turner has been repairing the
original Rolando-style frame on a landscape painting by
Charles Rolando and both he and LiseHe Burgess hove
been assisting Exhibitions Conservation with condition
reporting for the Gleeson retrospective. Lisette gave a
presentation to the NGV Framing Committee outlinin g her
research on the reframing of the Thomas Gainsborough
painting , An officer of the 4th Regiment of Foot. The
proposed frame was approved and has now been ordered
from Paul Mitchell in London . Holly McGowan-Jackson has
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The Conservation and Preservation sections of the Library
hove recently undergone a further restructure, and we ore
now part of the Collection Management Division wi th
Liz Jesty as our Manager and Shelley Jamieson remains as
Conservation Coordinator. The library plans to carry out a
Safety Mop Audit for Occupa tional Health and Safety
purposes, to which Jane Hinwood has been contributing
Risk Assessments of the dangerous goods and hazardous
materials used in Conservation . We have also had
confirmation of funding for a new single offsite store for the
Library to replace the suburban stores we ore currently
using. The new store will be situated in Ballorat and w ill be
completed in one year. Conse rvation will have input into
assessing housing and relocation of materials selected for
the new store .
All staff ore poised to in stall the Changing Face of Victoria,
wh ich wi ll be the first exhibition in the Dome opening in late
November. The first stage of conservation preparation was
completed on time and we ore now working through the first
rotation of objects and the next stage opening in February

People and Places

2005. The Ned Kelly .armour will be on display along with
a boot worn by Ned at Glenrowan and a plaster death
ma sk . Also on display will be Burke and Wills
paraphernalia includi ng locks of ha ir and a revolver. John
Batman 's deed to purchase land from tribal chiefs, Robert
Hoddle's paintbox and Charles La Trobe's sword will come
out of storage, along with supporting books, photographs
and works on paper illustrating the early years of Victoria.
Gardenesque opened in Murdoch Gallery in October,
illustrating a history of gardening in Victoria and drawn from
the Library and private collections. lt includes over 40
books, some quite large and 45 framed works on paper.
The garden theme includes astro-turf platforms and a garden
bench to complete the garden theme.
A number of our staff attended a recent lecture and one-day
workshop by Paper Historian , Peter Bower, who was able
to enlighten us with his extensive knowledge of watermarks
and European paper making traditions. The sessions were
organised by the AICCM and the Centre for Cultural
Materials Conservation at the University of Melbourne. We
have had several tours through Conservation recently,
including the University of Melbourne Conservation Masters
stude nts, SLV Foundation members and a representative of
the Vietnam National Library. Virginia Dahlenburg recently
received a Gardon Darling Foundation research grant to
study the materials and techniques of William Strutt's
painting Black Thursday.

lan Cox has recently repaired a large and beautiful 1877
sketchbook of a voyage to Australia by ship via the Cape
of Good Hope and stopping at various ports on the way.
Several detached sections were sewn onto hemp cord
extensions, a new paper spine lining was added and a
custom made box for the item completed the treatment.

Alice Cannon is currently working on removing liberal
quantities of self adhesive tape from the face of a poster of
past Melbourne Cup winners. This poster has been selected
for the next stage of the Dome exhibition . Penny Edmonds
has been working on a variety of realia including Hoddle's
surveyors chai n, golden Buddhas from the Alma magic
collection, a model bus and an ornate metal cash register
from the Coles /Myer collection circa 1920's.
Amanda Wild has coordinated the loan of fragments of the
Eureka flag for the Eureka Revisited exhibition at the Ballarat
Fine Art Ga llery. Sarah Haselton and Peter Block have
been testing a method of displaying unframed windowmounted works on paper using a split batten system.

WESTERN AUSTRALIA
Patricia Moncrieff, Textile
Conservator/Consultant and Educator
Patricia Moncrieff has once again resumed private practice
aher two yea rs in Singapore working on textiles for
exhibition at the new Asian Civilisation Museum ; and a four
month project for Museum Victoria working on the
conservation of an early 1900's Railways Trade Union
Banner. Upon her return to Perth she was commissioned to
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conserve a large 16th century Flemish Mythological Portico
Tapestry. This project took six months to complete . She is
currently working on one of the most sacred ceremonial
textiles from the lban in Sarawak, a Pua Sungkit. This
supplementary hand woven cloth, vegetable dyed, depicts
sacred motifs relating to the headhunters . lt was the cloth
used to retrieve the heads. Other work includes, Chinese
a~tefacts, shoes, hats and needleloop embroidery, two
sashes from the Orange Men of Ireland, a Kalamkari temple
hanging depicting Lord Venkatesha . Patricia presented the
Textile Conservation Module for the Certificate in Museum
Studies cond ucted by the Museum of Childhood and Edith
Cowan University in mid-November.

State Library of WA
Ulli Broeze-Hoernemann, senior paper and texti les
conservator at the Western Australian Museum has
co mmenced her secondment to the Department of
Preservation Services at the State Library of WA. She will
be there for three months to assist with the work programme
after the departure of the Library's senior paper
conservator. Prior to her secondment, Ulli helped with the
condi tion reporting and installation of the Flower Hunter
exhibition about Ellis Rowan, on loan from the NLA to the
WA Museum. Ulli also presented a weekend paper
conservation workshop for the Certificate in Museum
Studies course, which is conducted by Edith Cowan
University and the Museum of Childhood . Doug Firth of
Biblio Folio presented the workshop on the conservation of
books for the same course .
Paper conservator Jonathan Schmidt gave a successful
presentation on the care of paper objects during Senior's
Week to a group of 25 participants. jonathan also assisted
book conservator Tim Cooke with a seminar on book
conservation presented to members of the Bookbinders
Guild of Western Australia . Susan Crockett, lan Donaldson
and Don Parkin are continuing with the program of
encapsulation, box and folder making for the safe storage
of fragile and rare library books and artifacts .

Rolex Awards
Australian applications for the Rolex Awards for
Enterprise 2006 are now open. This world-wide
philanthropic program presents Awards every two
years in five areas : Science and Medicine,
Technology and Innovation , Exploration and
Discovery, the Environment and Cultural Heritage.
Information about the awards can be found at
www.rolexawards.com
Application kits
02 9251 8988

are

available

by

calling
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IIC Congress

-

Modern Art, New

Museums
l 3-17 September 2004, Bilbao, Spoin
Vanessa Kowalski, The Centre for Cultural Materials Conservation, The University
In mid-September I attended the Internationa l Institute for
Conservation Congress, along with many colleagues from
various other Australian institutions. Considering the theme
for this yea r's IIC Congress, Modern Art, New Museums
there was possibly no better place to hold the conference
than in Bilbao, Spain, alongside the Guggenheim Museum.
This amazing structure, designed by Frank 0 . Gehry in
1993, provided a wonderful backdrop and on exciting
atmosphere to discuss the issues concerning modern art.
As indicated by the title, the conference encompassed the
whole field of modern art (i e . post-1900) and newly
created museums. The conference focused on the creation
of modern art, its display, preservation concerns and
conservation treatments , os well os the museum building,
which considered renovations, extensions to existing
buildings and the construction of new structures.
The presentations covered many topics, from discussions
regarding collaboration with contemporary artists to
examples of modern material degradation, such os the
polyester polyurethane foam-laminated dresses of the
1960s. Some highlights of the Congress presentations,
which were of particular interest and raised some important
issues relating to treatment options for problematic and
mixed media artworks and the storage and display of such
objects, were:
1 . Anselm Kiefer at the Guggenheim Museum Bilbao:
towards a new methodology for the preventive
conservation of contemporary artworks; Silvio
Lindner & Ana Vitorio
2 . Conserving junk and movement: machines by
jean Tinguely; Reinhard Bek
3. Weighing the options : analysis and treatment of
Paul Thek's Fishmon os a vehicle for public
education ; Totiono Ausemo
4.
Conservation of a work by Soto: treatment of iron
corrosion on point; Rebecco Timmermons
5 . Living artist, living artwork? The problem of faded
colour photographs in the work of Ger van Elk;
Sonneke Stigter
6 . Pop revisited : the collage and assemblage work of
Tom Wesselmonn; Dorio Keynon
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of Melbourne

7.

Reversal versus retirement: the study and treatment
of Block Pointing, 1960-66 by Ad Reinhardt;
Carol Stringari
8. Meaning matters : collaborating with contemporary
artists; Louro Dovies & jockie Heumon
9. The conservation of four monumental shuttlecocks;
Paul L. Benson
10. Handling White Cube; Tom Hole
11. Reworking on interior sketchbook: the conservation
and display of 'r0d og b/6' Anamorphosis;
Lorraine Moule
12. Reodymode - mode ready: the treatment of Marcel
Duchomp's Why Not Sneeze Rose Selavy?;
Kote Moomow
A re-occurring topic of enthusiastic discussion was the issue
of collaborating with living contemporary artists. it was
interesting that many of the issues raised by the porticiponts
were similar; highlighting that collaboration with artists is
complex. Ohen, unforeseen conflicts of interest con arise
between the artist and the conservator, who wishes to
maintain conservation practice in line w ith the ethical
guidelines . Presenters gave examples of some of the
challenges presented when dealing with a deteriorating
object and the various approaches that the artist wishes to
either undertake themselves, or hove the conservator carry
out. As a result, many institutions throughout Europe
collaborate with artists when acquiring their work, compiling
documentation on materials and techniques , display and
storage requirements, to ensure that the integrity of the work
and the artist's intent is maintained oher their death.
Another interesting topic concerning modern art
conservators was the role of display equipment in visual
media based installations and artworks, such os video, slide
projectors and audio equipment. Dialogue between the
participants focused on concerns with the obsolescence of
these machines, failure of operation and their eventual
degradation. Conservators considered whether the actual
machine was on integral port of the artwork, and therefore
questioned how its preservation and conservation treatment
should be approached .

Reviews
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manufacture for metals and glass, highlighted some of the
potential problems that many of these materials will pose in
the future, leaving us all with much to think about and
opening up many areas for further research .
The next IIC Congress is to be held in Munich in 2006. lt
would be great to hear from more conservators, technicians
and curators from the Australia-Asia Pacific region, so start
saving your pennies, it looks like it is going to be another
great week!
Photo courtesy
Jeff Koons Puppy outside the Guggenheim Museum, Bnlxm

Participants also discussed the role that conservators face
when building or renovating museums. They addressed
contemporary issues of gallery space for modern artworks,
the introduction of public interaction, the new role of gallery
as a function space for financial gain and concerns with
display and storage of modern artworks . One prime
example given, wh ich covered many of these issues, was
the work by Anselm Kiefer, a 600kg mixed media piece at
the Guggenheim Museum in Bilbao.
To break up the busy program there were a few extra
curricula activities, which provided much time for socializing
and introduced us to the surrounding countryside and
Basque lifestyle. Tours were organised to include trips to
Gernika, the Basque town devastated by the civil war,
which was depicted by Picasso in 1937; an excursion
along the Nervi6n River, which twists through the city of
Bilbao to the Rioja Alavesa region, where much of the local
wine was sampled; and a trip to the Chillida-Leku Museum,
which contains pieces by the local Basque sculptor,
Eduardo Chillida .
To finish off the week, we all jumped onto a bus and
headed for the hills to consume some Spanish cider and
food in a traditional Basque Cider House. The night was
great fun, with Basque music and cider to be enjoyed by
all. The dinner, however, was not for the faint-hearted
vegetarians!
Overall, the conference was a huge success.
The presentations provided me with valuable information
and food for thought when approaching preservation ,
display and conservation of contemporary artworks . As a
paintings conservator, I found the papers related to threedimensional objects and works on paper highly relevant, as
many contemporary artworks require multi-disciplinary skills.
The scientific research papers studying modern materials,
such as paints and plastics, and considering methods of

of

Nicola Hall, Queensland Art Gallery

BigStuff: Care of Large
Technology Workshop
29 Sept- 1 Oct 2004, Australian War
Memorial, Canberra
Alison Wain, Australian War Memorial
I would like to thank everyone w ho helped with, contributed
to and attended the recent BigStuff Workshop at the
Australian War Memorial. For us at the Memorial it was a
real milestone. The number of conservators working with
large technology is still relatively small and we sometimes
feel a bit isolated, so getting to talk to people not only from
Australia but from around the world was a huge boost for
morale and generated heaps of new ideas.
In particular, it was something of a revelation to me to be
talking about what it is about large technology that is
different to caring for other collection items, and this process
of revelation continued through the subsequent Metals 2004
conference and is still continuing as I get emails and talk with
people who attended the workshop. Here, in brief, are some
of the key ideas which have come out of this process for me
and which seem to me to be particularly important.
• Large technology objects can contain any of the
materials found in any other objects, so at the materials
level, much of the information needed to successfully treat
large technology can be learned through materialspecific training and conferences, such as the Metals 04
ICOM-cC conference. lt is the team aspect of large
technology which is so different to caring for smaller
objects - to safely and successfully cater for the historic
and technical complexity, the size and the cost of large
technology objects, you need conservators, curators,
registrars, engineers, tradespeople and interest groups to
talk to each other and work together. Thus I realized that
BigStuff was only partly about conservation - more
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importantly it was about bringing conservators together
with other professions to share information and skills.
• To be able to adequately care for large technology you
need to have people who understand how it was made,
how it was used, maintained and repaired, and how it
might be adapted successfully to new uses . Conservators
do not have an in-depth understanding of these issues
unless they are also qualified as tradespeople or
engineers in their own right. You cannot teach a
conservator the skills from a trade course or engineering
degree unless they do that course or degree or its
equivalent. Equally, while you can teach conservation
approaches of minimum intervention and understanding
of materials to tradespeople and engineers, you cannot
teach them in-depth materials chemistry and museum
requirements unless they have undertaken a conservation
degree. The ideal large technology conservator
combines these two areas of training in the one personmore often the practical solution is to bring people skilled
-in each of these areas together and have them jointly
work out a best practice solution . This comes back to the
previous point!
• Conservators and engineers/tradespeople have different
ways of talking about problems, of working, and of
documenting their techniques and observations. lt is easy
for bath parties to become frustrated with each other conservators rail at tradespeople for not documenting the
techniques and products they have used to "fix" things,
while tradespeople gripe about constantly having to fill
out paperwork. One of the cha llenges for people cari ng
for large technology is to work co-operatively to develop
a common language and standard for documentation .
Conservators must recognize that it is not necessary or
feasible to describe every scratch or replaced screw in
detail. Tradespeople and engineers must acknowledge
that in many cases their skills are being lost as older
technology becomes obsolete, and that in order to be
able to understand and maintain these objects in the
future we must document what they do and how and why
they do it, in sufficient detail for their techniques to be
reproduced in the future . We must identify clearly what
information is necessary and use clear and quick formats
to collect it, and where possible we must use new
technologies to make documentation easier dictaphones, automated transcription, digital photos and
video to name a few possiblities.
• Engineering history and heritage is as complex and
va luable as art history and heritage -a mine of stories of
creativity, innovation and battling against the odds. lt is
at the root of many of the deepest social and political
changes in our world and underpins most of our artistic
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and scientific endeavours. lt is a world in which many
people have spent the whole of their working lives, and
its intangible aspects - the smell, sound and power of
large technology objects - are integral to an
understanding of those lives. We need to preserve this
heritage every bit as carefully as we preserve art,
architecture and archives- it is a pleasure for the present
and a repository of ideas for the future

Delegates outside the Wor Memorial
Many other ideas also came out of the workshop and we
will soon be placing the papers and transcripts of the
discussion and question/ answer sessions on the Memorial's
website. In addition , Andrew Pearce is setting up an online
forum for people working with large technology (see
information elsewhere in this newsletter)- we hope this will
be a resource not only for the conservation community, but
also for other professionals, small regional and amateur
museums and
private collectors and
restorers.
Further BigStuffevents are also planned, including a training
workshop sometime next year in Australia and BigStuff 2
wh ich will be held in Bochum in Germany in 2007 to
coincide with the next Metals conference. If anyone would
like further information about any of these initiatives, please
email me at alison .wain@awm.gov.au.

Next Issue
Next issue we will celebrate the long and illustrious career
of Ion Cook. Ion has retired after a 40 year career in
conservation which started at the Art Gallery of NSW
where he served a cadetship . He then worked at the
National Library of Australia for 15 years before
establishing the State Conservation Centre of South
Australia, later renamed Artlab Australia.
If you wish to submit an article or review for the March
2005 newsletter, please contact the Editorial Committee in
advance of the February l si deadline.
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The 20th General Conference and 21 st General
Assembly of ICOM
Seoul 2004: Museums and Intangible Heritage
Victoria T. Herrera, Visiting Researcher, CCMC, The University of Melbourne
Assistant Professor, Deportment of Art Studies, College of Arts
Phi Iippi nes-Di Iiman
The recent assembly of the International Council of Museums
(ICOM) was held for the first time in Asia. From October 2
to 8, Seoul served as host to an international gathering of
over 1,500 museum and heritage professionals . I was
fortunate to have taken part in this event as one of the
recipients of the ICOM travel grant. My first visit to this
cosmopol itan city had certainly expanded the limited
encounters I've had with Korean culture - from the spicy
vegetable staple, kimchi, to the groups of Korean students
visiting Metro Manila to take intensive English classes each
term at the University of the Philippines.
The conference was held at the COEX Convention Center,
a sprawling complex that included conference facilities and
exhibition halls. This is located across the Han River, at the
newer part of Seoul that was developed only in the 1970s.
I first noticed the presence of outdoor sculptures throughout
the city, found almost in every block. Very contemporary in
style, these are large in scale and are made of metal
and/or stone. Later I learned that Korea is a country rich in
different kinds of metals and this is evident in its traditional
as well as contemporary art form s. Fortunately, this easy
access to raw materials is matched by a strong support from
the public and private sectors for the production of art in
public spaces.

Public art in Seoul, Handmade in Korea

& Letters, University of the

This year's conference theme - Museums and Intangible
Heritage - made Seoul a most appropriate venue. Each
day, cultural activities are organized that present different
folk and traditional expressions as well as contemporary art
forms . South Korea , likejapan, has been acknowledged for
its strong support for folk and traditional art. In 1962, the
South Korean government established the Cultural Property
Protection Law as part of its conservation policy. One of its
main programs is the compi lation of a list of traditional
cu ltural practices - e.g., paper making and paper crafts,
weaving, embroidery, metalwork, woodwork, dance,
martial arts, etc- to ensure the continuity of its production.
The program includes granting the prestigious title of "Living
Cultural Treasure" to individual practitioners who have
excelled in their respective craft. With this title comes the
responsibility of training a new generation of practitioners .
Holders of this title are often requested to grace public
events that will require demonstrations of their work or
simply the honor of their presence.
At the exhibition hall of the COEX Centre, a platform set-up
in one corner was reserved for these master craft artists . Two
were assigned each day where they worked on different
traditional art forms on site. Similarly, at the opening night
of the Wood and Paper exhibition at the National Folk Art
Museum, two artists had their own tableaus as temporary
workshops. A cabinetmaker had his tools and other
paraphernalia . Another artist recognized for making paper
flowers worked wi th two younger artists as they assembled
colorful bouquets. The latter demonstrates how the practice
is being continued throug h the traditional apprenticeship
system. At the exhibition's opening dinner, delegates shared
a table with a "living cultural treasure." At our table, an
elderly lady sat quietly only to be introduced later as Kim
Hee:)in, one of the living cultural treasures , recognized for
her work Master of Important Intangible Cultural Property
No. 22 - Maedup, the Korean traditional knots . lt was
unfortunate that we could not engage in more conversation
because of the language barrier.
At first, it felt awkward taking photographs or even just
looking at these artists who were "exhibited" while working
(or made to sit at a dinner table and constantly smile
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The Living Heritage - Packing Technology of Museum
Objects. Here, we saw a successful collaboration between
museum professionals and traditional craftsmen . Together
they are exploring new and accessible materials for
packing and protecting objects while in transit, particularly
with traditional paper and paper folding techniques.

An inloy croftsmon demonstrating his skills
graciously). Perhaps this is a post-colonial reaction from
being a Filipino. I am reminded of how indigenous Filipinos
were displayed as "curiosities" a century ago at the 1904
St. Louis Exposition in America. These Korean artists clearly
have taken on the responsibilities that go with the privileged
title, although I would like to know of their own thoughts
about this system of recognition.
The Living Cultural Treasure program emphasizes the
knowledge systems that these masters are able to impart. In
the context of traditional cultures, this accounts for the
intangible aspect of our heritage and is integral to the
production process. But as in any procedure of identification
and listing, we eventually deal with issues regarding
inclusion and exclusion . This puts immense respon si bility
and power on the part of decision-makers. One keynote
speaker raised the issue of whether traditional practices are
able to adapt with contemporary times . Do related policies
and laws allow or inhibit cultural practices to evolve and,
therefore, become more relevant to its makers and users?
How much innovation is permitted from younger generations
of artists? Another issue perhaps is whether the production
of traditional art merely becomes a response to the market's
demands (often from touri sts) for the traditional, "authentic",
and often exotic.
This degree of attention given to museum practice and
intangible heritage is a relatively new frontier for the
profession. In most of the committee meetings I was able to
attend, many presentations were still object-based or were
concerned with conventional museum issues. The papers
however were equally engaging. My attendance at the
Committee on Education and Cultural Action (CECA) was
brief, but it was timely to listen to presentations related to
visitor studies that were both practical and theoretical.
The meeting of the International Committee on Museum
Security included country reports that discussed a w ide
range of topics. There were several papers that presented
issues related to national policy framework for culture, with
special focus on intangible heritage . Hongsok Kim , senior
curator of the National Museum of Korea , talked about
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The topic of disaster preparedness was discussed at a
national and international level. Hanna Pannock, Inspector
at the Inspectorate of Cultural Heritage, presented the
program of assessing disaster plans in former state museums
in the Netherlands. At an international level, the issue of
museum security was discussed in the context of armed
conflicts, a very relevant issue. Patrick Boylan's presentation
provided a historical perspective on the role that museum
professionals have taken in drafting related international
policies . Still, given the recent losses of cultural property in
areas of armed conflict, particularly Iraq, he stressed the
need for continued vigilance.
The 21st General Assembly on 8 October marked the end
of the weeklong gathering.
Alissandra Cummins of
Barbados led the new set of ICOM officers as President.
Resolutions were presented , some amended , and
approved. Resolution No. 1, entitled the "Seoul Declaration
of ICOM on Intangible Heritage" is worth noting.
"... Encourages all countries, and especially cou ntries
where there is a strong oral tradition, to establish an
Intangible Heritage Promotion Fund; Invites all relevant
museums involved in the collection, preservation and
promotion of the intangible heritage to give particular
attention to the conservation of all perishable records,
notably electronic documents; Urges national and local
authorities to adopt and effectively implement appropriate
local laws and regulations for the protection of intangible
heritage; Urges regional organisations, national
committees and other ICOM bodies to work closely with
local agencies in the development and the
implementation of such legal instruments and in the
necessary training of staff responsible for effective
implementation; Recommends that museums give
particular attention and resist any attempt to misuse the
intangible heritage and particularly its commercialization;
Recommends that all training programmes for museum
professionals stress the importance of intangible heritage
and include the understanding of intangible heritage as a
requirement for qualification .. .. "
These statements recognize the need for a collective
strategy in the heritage profession to protect tangible and
intangible heritage . Moreover, it relates to the importance of
a nation's heritage and its role in the preservation of cu ltural
diversity, an apt conclusion to this triennial meeting .
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Reading the Paper - Workshop by Peter Bower
25 October 2004, The University of Melbourne
Sallyanne Gilchrist, Tracey Golds, Dena Kahan and Louise Wilson, The Centre for Cultural Materials
Conservation, The University of Melbourne.
Peter Bower is a world-renowned forensic paper historian
and paper analyst based in London who was brought to
Australia by the AICCM Book and Paper Special Interest
Group to present a series of lectures and workshops on
paper analysis. Peter's day in Melbourne started with the
presentation of a lecture Fakes af)d Forgeries : The Art of
Deception . The lecture was informative and entertaining,
covering cases of forgery from Peter's own experience os
well os of famous master forgers and their 'art'. The lecture
was extremely well attended and Peter's presence in
Melbourne engendered interest from o wide range of
people . These included conservators, conservation students,
curators from various institutions around Melbourne, staff
from auction houses and interested members of the general
public . The lecture gave a sense of the scope and depth of
the art market in the United Kingdom , a market big enough
to inadvertently support a large range of highly specialised
and skilled forgers . The skill and complexity of the
techniques used by the now famous 19th century forger of
Russian bank notes, Lean Worneke, was mind blowing .
The lecture was followed by a one-day workshop Reading
the Paper. Participants included curators and book and
paper conservators from the Stole Library of Victoria,
Notional Gallery of Victoria , Centre for Cultural Materials
Conservation, Ion Potter Museum of Art os well os several
conservators working in private practice. Peter presented a
brief history of popermoking that set the scene for
participants to start examining sheets and gaining
information about where, when and how each sheet was
mode. Participants brought along a diverse range of papers
for study and Peter hod his own intriguing reference set that
demonstrated the variety of impressions left by moulds and
fells that con be used to gain information about dote and
origin. For example:
•

•

Italian papermokers often used fells mode from goat hair
which is relatively coarse and leaves a prominent texture
on the paper. In comparison, Dutch and English fells
were much softer and the felt impression left behind is
often not os readily discernible.
The chain lines in Italian laid papers ore also usually widely
spaced in comparison with other European papers.

Peter Bower examining a sheet using
transmitted light

Many historical details about paper and papermoking were
revealed during the course of the day, highlighting not only
the depth and breadth of Peter's knowledge but the need to
be cautious about interpreting watermarks.
For exa mple:
• Lows introduced in England and France in 1794
required paper to be watermarked with a dote.
Apparently many papermokers did not change the dote
on their moulds from year to year. Others changed the
dotes early in readiness for the new year. Peter gave the
example of a letter written by Napoleon and doted
October 1804 . Even though the paper was
watermarked l 805 , the letter was found to be authentic
-the papermoker hod cha nged the dotes early.
• One mill was known to re-use a mould mode in l 805
to make paper in the l860-l870s without changing the
1805 dote .
• Italian papers mode for export to Islamic countries were
often mode to look like Islamic papers . For example,
some papers examined hod been toned and burnished
to match Islamic papers . Although watermarks were
never used in Islamic papers, some of the watermarks in
the Italian export papers were watermarked with
crescent moons (these ore still a much-used symbol in
Islamic countries) .
Other papers of interest included:
• A sheet that hod been handmade by a German
popermoker ca lled Ulbricht hod everyone at the
workshop transfixed . At only 2gsm it floated on air and
seemed magical. Peter wondered whether it might be
useful in conservation.
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A paper with double chain lines -this usually indicates
that two sheets hove been laminated together, sometimes
durin9 manufacture. These were ohen produced when
thicker sheets were needed or for uses where the sheets
would be handled o lot, for example music sheets.

The workshop also covered fibre mounting and analysis
techniques . Peter indicated that fibre analysis is fraught with
difficulty and is "less used than most people think". He feels
that analysis of fibres is most useful for academic interest
and in some specific cases it is useful for authentication and
to inform conservation treatment decisions. As part of this
session, Denis Cohill, former Head of Pathology at the
University of Melbourne, demonstrated the fibre mounting
technique he has developed to creole fibre libraries for the
students enrolled in the Masters in Cultural Materials
Conservation . Denis' technique involves:
•
•
•
•
•

gradual dehydration of the fibre sample in ethanol
solutions to help preserve the sample for longer;
use of the less toxic histolene instead of xylene oher
dehydration and before mounting ;
mounting in DPX (o polystyrene) instead of Meltmount or
Canada Balsam;
use of round coverslips which prevent contraction of the
mounting medium; and
oher the DPX has been applied, inverting the slide onto
the coverslip to prevent air bubbles and reduce dust.

One of the most unusual papers examined using fibres
prepared with the technique was o Thai paper mode from
elephant dung. Although we were unable to determine what
fibre the elephants hod processed , it certainly mode o
beautiful slide!

Denis Cohill demonstrating his fibre mounting technique

The lecture and workshop were informed throughout with a
sense of Peter's experience os o paper maker. His
understanding of the processes underlay the enormous
wealth of historical information about paper mills and the
families and individuals who put their marks on the papers
they produced . His examination of the papers brought in by
participants illustrated the way his 'feeling for' paper was
grounded in o very physical approach in his handling of the
sheets - for example the sound of the paper was ohen
tested . Visual characteristics such os the space between
wove and laid lines and their regularity; the texture leh by
drying fells and the colour and density of fibres were all
interpreted os indicating the geographical source of papers
-all vital clues when watermarks con be quite misleading .

Special Interest Group Co-ordinators
Antarctic Heritage
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Web News
bigstuff.net, the website!
Follow ing the success of Big Stuff, the recent symposium
held at the Australian War Memorial focusi ng on the core
of large technology objects, it has been suggested that we
should make the move to a full time online website.
The symposium we nt very well; the exchange of
information, the shoring of ideas, the planning of
collaborations and the chance to "pick each others brains"
was fabulous. Rather than let the Large Technology Object
(LTO) community lose the head of steam it has built up, we
wo nt to harness this energy and keep things going.
That being the case, work is currently underwoy to set up
www.bigstuff.net (the proposed website address) os on
invaluable resource to all those working in the LTO field .
bigstuff.net will hove FAO; links to a range of institutions
both in Australia and overseas; will inform the community
about upcoming events; deal in detail with particular
hazards relating to LTO's; shore resources such os vehicle
maintenance record sheets; provide contact details for
professionals working in the field; allow individuals and
institutions to seek input and collaboration for upcoming and
cu rrent research. Most importantly, bigstuff.net w ill hove on
online forum dedicated to all aspects of the core of large
technology. Remember, if you hove a question , there's a fair
bet that someone else out there has a similar issue and
wants the answer too (and quite a few people working in
the field wi ll be more than interested in what you' re doing).
Hope to see you at bigstuff.net soon .
For more information please contact:

Andrew Pearce
Australian War Memorial
PO Box 345 , Canberra ACT 2601
(02) 6243-4421
ondrew.peorce@owm.gov.ou

Paintings SIG
Paintings Symposium 2006
The 1Oth AICCM Paintings Symposium is being planned for
Brisbane, 4-6 May 2006 . A theme of modern points is
being considered , possibly with international contribution.
Details ore yet to be confirmed. The group is also
considering publi shing preprints for the first time. This would
obviously require contributors to commit to presentations
earlier than for previous symposia. I anticipate a ca ll for
papers in the first half of 2005. If members hove a view on
any aspect of the Symposium, or the potential impacts
production of Preprints might hove on the event, please
contact the SIG coordinator.

Caring for Heritage
Collections: A New
Online Conservation
Learning Program
http://www.culturolconservotion.unimelb .edu .ou/
courses/online.html
The Centre for Cultural Materials Conservation (CCMC) at
The University of Melbourne has completed their first online
conservation training program. Created, written and
designed by staff at the CCMC and the Ion Potter Museum
of Art, this online course provides information for those
working in community museums and historical societies, and
with public and private collections . lt addresses the main
causes of damage to heritage collections and practical
preventive measures for the non-conservator.
lt may also be of benefit to the w ider public w ith on interest
in learning about the principles of conservation and role of
the conservator. The final format allows a flexible approach,
w hereby a participant con either systematically work their
way through
all
four
topics
(The
Profession,
The Environment, Core, Pests), or con si mply
access it sporadically, for example, to find on answer to a
specific question.
This project was kindly supported by the Telemotics Course
Development Fund and received techn ica l and
programming assistance from sta ff in the Course
Development Services section of the Teaching, Learning and
Research Support Deportment (TeLARS) at The University
of Melbourne .
This pilot program w ill be followed up by the development
of the online delivery of the Preventive Conservation unit in
the CCMC's Masters of Cultural Materials Conservation
program . With funding support from the Coursewore
Design and Development Prog ram of the University's TeLARS
Deportment, the project's deve lopment phose w ill
commence in March 2005. The online delivery of this unit
w ill further develop the use of digital technology os a means
of providing conservation training and aims to encourage
and support international participation.
Lucy Harper and Vonesso Kowolski
CCMC
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